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Errata: Through an oversight there was omitted in printing
Mr. Hartmann's paper in the June number, on pages 246 and
247, the headings of 'fables III and V, and to correct our error we
herewith reproduce the two tables with the proper headings as they
appear in the 1\1.8.:-
'I'ABLE III.
Extraction Suer. in Diffusion- Water
Per cent Bag. r----Bagasse---~ For For Last 1
Suer. in Per cent Suer. Fiber 'l'otal Per cent in
Cane Cane Lbs. Per cent Per cent Increase Extraction
93 .98 233 4.13 50.8
94 .84 234 3.60 51.3 15.8 15.8
95 .70 '232 3.02 .51.8 39.5 23.7
B(j .56 230 2.44 52.4 74.0 34.5
97 .42 228 1.80 53.2 137.2 63.2
From Tables II and IV followsr-e-
TABLE V.
Increase in Maceration Water Required Lbs, Suer. @
Extraction l:)imple Mac. Double Mac, Obtained c.
93-94 35.1 21.9 1.19 2.75
94-95 55.1 34.4 1.15 .,
95-96 86.2 53.\:) 1.10 "
~)6-97 175.6 10\:).0 1.04 "
Value
c.
3.27
3.15
3.02
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PLkN'J'BRS' ASSOCL1'l'ION COJIMIT'l'EES.
'I'lio following is a list of the Committees which have been
appointed for the year ending November, UlO:3.
LA.BOR:-'Y. M. Giffnrd, Chnirruan ; E. D. 'I'enney, E. F.
Bishop, J. P. Cooke, E. E. Paxton.
UUJ/l'IVA'l'ION:-Geo. F. Renton, Chairman; H. Deacon,
'V. A. Baldwin, D. 11'0rbes, L. Barkhausen, H. I). Faye.
FER'l'ILIZA'1'ION:-C. P. Eckart, Chairman; Fred Meyer,
C. B. 'VeIls, .r, '1'. Crawley, ,T. F. C. Hagens, C. McLennan.
IRRIGA'1'TON:-H. p:naldwin, Chairman; W.· ,Y. Goodale,
L. Barkhausen, J. A. Low, Geo. C. Hewitt.
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HANDLING AND TRANSPORTATION OF CANE :-C. O.
Kennedy, Chairman; A. Horner, F. B. McStocker, John Sher-
man, H. A. Baldwin, F. "Weber. .
1IiANUFA..OTURE:-John A. Scott, Chairman; E. E. Olding,
Wm. Pullar, Andrew Adams, A. Moore, H. P. Baldwin.
MACHINERY:-\V. Stodart, Chairman; C. Hedemann, J.
A. Low, ..Jas, Scott, J. T. Moil', Geo. Ross.
UTILIZA'J'ION OF BY·PRODUCTS:-W. ""V. Goodale,
Chairman; Jas. Gibb, Taa, Renton, ""V. G. "Walker, Andrew
Adams, G. H. Fairehlld.
DISEA.SES OF CANE:-R. C. L. Perkins, Chairman; A.
Lidgate, D. C. Lindsay, K. S. Gjerdrum, G. F. Renton, A.
Ahrens.
l!'ORESTRY:-L. A. Thurston, Chairman; H. A. Baldwin,
G. N. "Vilcox, T. S. Kay, G. C. Chalmers,
EXPERIMENT S'rATION:-F. 1\1. Swanzy, Chairman; F.
A. Schaefer, H. A. Isenberg, G. H. Robertson, J. P. Cooke.
----:0:----
A STUDY IN COJIPARATIVE EXTRACTION.
The question of relative extraction is as much alive today as
it was in 181:18-1899, when the diffusion process was being looked
upon by Fame as possibly being the most efficient method of ex-
tracting high percentages of sugar from cane.
Experience (more or less bitter) has shown that while the dif-
fusion process stands even now in advance of any other method
of SEcuring the greatest quantity of cane or beet sugar per unit of
raw material, the cost of getting this increase of sugar was at
that time, and in many places, greater than the value of the
sugar so obtained, and consequently the process fell into dis-
repute.
For several. 'years past in the Australian Colonies multiple
crushing with unusually heavy maceration has been practiced,
the amount of water of maceration added to the cane during the
process of crushing reaching from 60 12' r cent to 100 per cent;
that is for every 100 gallons of original juice, additional water 10
the amount of frum 60 to 100 gallons is applied to the cane
during crushing.
The extraction claimed by the engineers and chemists of the
Colonial Sugar Refinery Co. varies from 95.5 per cent to 97 per
cent of the total sug-ir in the cane, and there is no reas in to
doubt the accuracy of their figures. As this method of ext-action
has been in use for some time, it ia fair to conclude that the
C. S. R. Co. finds that it payE', but as coal costs them but $2.011
per tOI} delivered to the furnace mouths at most of their mills, it
is easily understood how an enormous maceration can be used in
that count ..y with a. resulting profit, which could not be
attempted witn prospect!'! of success in this country.
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Before attempting to show how much sugar is extracted, it is
well to know how much sugar there i, in the cane that has been
crushed; and the united opinion of nearly all practical sugar
house men is that the sugar in the cane equals sugar in the ex-
tracted juice + sugar i·{/, the bagasse. Some will object to this,
saying that it is impossible to obtain accurately the weight of the
juice coming into a boiling house from a crushing plant; others
may object that the analysis of the bagasse does not give very
accurate results. In answer to the e objections it may at once
be conceded that neither cane weights, nor juice weights, nor
bagasse analysis are absolutely accurate in anyone case; but.
the margin of error in a well conducted plant is small, and varies.
on the plus as well as on the minus side, so that for comparative
purposes from day to day, and crop to crop, the figures obtained
by reasonably accurate weights and measures, such as are used
commercially. are sufficient y carrel t, that 1E', until more reliable
means of obtaining weights shall come all the u arke t.
The following figures are taken from the d tily reports of two
of the largest sugar houses in this country and are exactly as re-
ported:
No. 1.
Cane ground , 1,133 ton s
Fibre in cane. . . . . . . . . .. .. . 12.1 per cen t
Polarization normal juice . . . . .. 18.94 "
Polarization nixed juice 169 "
Brix mixed juice . .. . ... IH.6 "
Weight of mixed juice into house. 2,103,385 los.
Sugar in baga-se .... " .. . . .. .. 4.25 l,er rent
Soluble solids n"t sugar in bagasse 1.07 "
Moisture in bagasee. . . . . .. .... 42.\) "
Fibre in bagase 51.78 "
Weight of bagasse per 100 cane.. 23.368 lbs,
No.2.
1,434.64 tom
11.3 per c-nt
18.72 "
lR.22 "
15.05 "
3,272,287 Ibe.
~.83 p-r cent
1.n3 .,
44.58 "
50.H2 '"
22.19 lbs.
"
"
"
"
"
lbs,
323.86
242
1,758
1,8.'i6.5
467.36
225.36
From above data to d..termine "Sugar in Cane, , "Extraction·
per 100 of Sugar in Cane," and "True Dilution." All figures for
weights expressed in pounds per t. n of cane:-
No. 1.
Fibre in cane per ton 12.1 X 20. '" " .
Then original juice = 2,000 - 242 .
Juice into house per too of cane '" .
Wt. of bagasse per ton of cane 23.368 X 20.. =
Juice in bagasse = 467.36 - 242 lbs, fibre ..
The original juice in Cane plus added water
of maceration equals juice taken into
house plus juice going off in bagasse and
is 1,856.5 + 225.36 = 1,758 + added
water of maceration which is equal to. _
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723.1 "
= 40.76 %
-
301.32 lbs.
12.56 "
313.88 "
95.99 %
18.42 %
313.75 lbs.
19.86 "
333.61 "
94.05 %
226 lbs.
1,774 .,
2,279.3 "
443.8 "-
217.8 "
And the true dilution = :.L?w'LNi'B.!...QJl ..••••.
Sugar in mixed juice per ton of cane L8.-,'L6C8o-UL ii
Sugar in the bagasse per ton of cane il1..:.1!b-'Qt.<Ui
Sugar in cane per ton of cane 313.75 + 19.86
Per cent of extraction of Sugar :J..L1iH:rr (JJJ1 .•
No.2.
Fibre in cane per ton 11.3 X 20 .
Then original juice = 2,000 - 226 .
Juice into house per ton of cane .
Wt. bagasse per ton of cane 22.19 X 20 .
Juice in bagasse 443.8 - 226 lbs, fibre .
Original juice in cane plus added water of
maceration equals juice taken into house
'., plus juice going oft in bagasse and is
2,279.3 + 217.8 = 1,774 + added water
of maceration which is equal to .
True dilution = 1...~_3THiJ1J1 .• " •..•.•.••.••
Sugar in mlxedjuice psr tono! cane,gg·L9r~n~
Sugar in bagasse per ton of cane ll.;lr~D-:L.§.a...
Total sugarin canepertonofcane 301.32 + 12.56
Per cent extraction of sugar ;LQ...lilr~JB~!!..'l •...
The foregoing figures can be drawn down to a short statement
of the figures of value as follows:-
No. 1. No.2.
Wt.oforiginaljuiceperton 1,7581bs. 1,7741bs.
Polarization normal jui(;e.. 18.94 per cent 18.72 per cent
Fibre in cane...... . ..... 12.1" 11.3"
Total sugar in cane. . . . . .. 333.61 lbs. per ton 313.88 lbs per ton
Total sugar extracted. . .. 313.75" " 301.32" "
Pel' cent of extraction. . . .. 94.05 per cent 95.99 per cent
Per ceut true dilution. . . .. 18.42" 40.76"
. Now since the amount of sugar originally present in the cane
has been determined, and also the umount of original juice per ton
of cane, the true sugar value of the normal juice is to be had:-
By calculating the true polarization of the normal juice from the
figures found as above, and comparing with the normal juice
found by polarizing the samples taken throughout the day, a
figure full of interest to the investigator is obtained.
Thus the true polarization of the normal juice for-
No.1 is Q!l..:L-N-tll'l..Q..Q = " r. of orl.ln.1 Juke 18.91 per cent
No.2 is ;LIS",~~'I"":r!.Q..Q = wt. of original Juice 17.69"
This shows that at No.1 mill the normal juice analysis as
taken by the samplers represented practically the true constitu-
tion of the original juice in the cane, there being a + diffe-ence
-of .03, a very small figure and easily accounted for.
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At mill No.2 (as there is no reason to suppose that the figures
as given in the daily report are not correct), it is evident that the
. analysis of normal juice as taken by the samplers does not repre-
pent the true normal juice by quite a large figure, being a minus
difference of 1.03.
It is a matter of observation that normal juices vary in every
district, and probably in every field, in this peculiarity,
namely, that the analysis of normal juice as taken from the first
mill mayor may not be a true index of the real normal juice;
consequently the analysis of the normal juice is not a safe figure
to adopt for any calculations of importance.
J. N. S. WILLIAMS.
Puunene Mill, June 15, 1903
-----:0:-----
HlGH NANROW Y.:1CUFM PA.NS, rs. THB BROA.D SH.!iL-
LOW TYPE.
Puunene, Mani, June 15th 1D03.
Editor of the "Planters' Morrthly:" .
Bonw Plantations, during the last few years, have installed
in their factories vacuum pans of the high narrow type. I
have yet to meet a practical sugar hailer that would recom-
mend them.
'I'hree of the principal factors on which the success of a
vacuum pan depends, <11'e:-1, An adequate heating surface;
II, A free circulation; III, An extended surface of the mas-
secnite for the disengagement of vapor,
In He high narrow pan, the first of these tnctors of efficiency
L, amply covered, the second is almost entirely wanting, owing
pru-tly to the circulation channels being too small, partly to
U1C large number and poor urrangement of small coils employ-
ed in them, they being fitted with return bends i11 the centre,
the tails of the coils ean-ving ott the condensed steam laying
next to the hottest part of the coils, absorbing heat from them
and allaying circulation of the mass, and partly to the height
of the mussecuite above the Iheating' sur-races, which raises tIre
tr-mpei-atrn-e abnormally high in th« lower part of the pan,
restricts evaporation and makes ebulition of the mass very
difficult.
The third factor the makers of this type of pan, have re-
duced in proportion as they have Increased the heighth. Tllw
rosult is a slow working pan, great waste of steam, slow dis-
charge on completion of strike accompanied by a certain loss
of sucrose, through inversion, due to long continued boiling
at an abnormally high temperature. .
On the other hand, the broad shallow pan with the same
amount of heating surface pel' Cubic Foot of capacity, as the
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high narrow type, has wider circulating channels, with very
little weight of liquid above the heating surfaces, to raise
temperatures and restrict evaporation, and greater surface
area for the disengagement of vapors, ensuring rapid boiling
at a much lower temperature, and a freer discharge at a
higher density, with a consequent greater recovery of sugar,
on completion of the strike.
From operating two pans, one each of the different types
side by side boiling identically the same goods, I diave found
the efficiency of the broad shallow pan to' be more than 50 pel'
cent. greater than the high narrow variety.
w.o. Sem·by.
----:0:--'--
RJJPOR7' 0]1' THE COJ[JfISSIONER OF' L.c1BOR ON
HAWitII.
'Yt~ are ill receipt of the Report of the United States Com-
missioner of Labor upon the commercial, industrial, 'social, ed-
ncntionnl and sanitary condition of the laboring classes of the
Tel'l'itory of Hawaii, for HlO~.
This is the second annual report of the Commissioner, and
WC' have seldom read a i-oport upon any matter connected with
Hawaii which has 'impressed us as being so fair, temperate and
impartial in its view of the situation.
TIte labor conditions existing and which have heretofore ex-
isted in the' islands. have so often been 1.'1Ie subject of attru-k by
agitatoi-s. and so-called reformers, that we read this
report of nn unbiased, disinterested official with great
pleasure, and if space permitted would be glad to pub-
lish it in full, m', an answer to some of the carping criticisms
and violent attacks which have bor-n directed at the Gover-n-
merit and the sugar planters of the Islands.
'!'Ite ,'C'P01't opens with a chapter on the general eonditlons
of labor nnd industrv, describing the group, the climate, gPl\-
ernl conditions and trade possibilities. It is stated herein that
the productivenes» of the soil 'is fur greater than that of ordi-
nary lands in other countr-ios, and that therefore, the Islands
may in timo support bv ngriculture [\1011(' 'a large population-·
possibly a million people. Even then they would be less than
halt as dcnselv populntr-d as POJ'to Rico, and Porto Rico is
stated to be cousidcrnblv sma ller than the island of Hawaii.
'I'he.rcport then deals with the history of the Penal Labor'
«ontract "xisting, by virtue of law, up to the time of the au-
nexntion of these Islands by the United States, and says: "Th(~
«arlv Importanco of tlw whaling industry to Tlnwnii has al-
ready boon montionod, 'I'he natives are natural seamen and
were frequently sought at:- recruits by tho whaling cnptains,
fioon itrcgulru-ities and abuses crept iuto the system of enlist-
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ment, and the native kings, who, with the advice and assistance
of the missionaries, were trying to create a body of modern
law fOJ' their kingdom, borrowed from the United States our
seamen's shipping act. 'This thus became the most practically
familial' piece of civilized legislation to the average Hawaiian
workingman. * * When the early sugar plantations were
started the seamen's shipping act had thus become by usage
the master-and-servant law of the kingdom. This seamen's or
penal contract had 20 years to become establrshed on land
before the whaling 'industry ceased, and during this time its
operation was confined practically to natlves. ... ... It is
significant that from 18G8 to 1872 a vigorous campaign was
conducted in the islands for the modification of the
contract svstem, 'I'h'is was headed bv Americans and
white Hnwa liarrs, and reeulted in the control of the
legislature in the latter year by the reforming party
and ill a series of amendments to the existing mas-
ter and servant law intended to restrict the authority of the
employers. Ro the se-amen's shipping act of the TJnited States.
as adopted practically without change in Hawaii, had been
modified in what was considered 'a humanitarian direction he-
fore there was extensive employment of Asiatic labor on the
plantutious."
Aftel' following the history of the system and quoting the
f'orm of contract used, the covenants 011 both sides, and show-
ing that the tendency of legislation and court rulings were for
a more complete protection of the laborer and a humane ad-
ministration of the law, the report says:
"_:\~. to what the system was as a. concrete fact, apart from
the statute hooks, opinion and testimony in the Islands differ.
The planting interests have long constituted a sort of indus-
trial ollgnrchy in Hawaii, and even their passive influence has
couu ted f01' much, hath in legislature and hall of justice. But
it does not necessarilv follow that this influence was dHrimen-
tal to public OJ' private welfare, or exercised as a rule for
selfish 01' short-sighted ends. It doubtless tended to preserve
internul pence and order under the monarchy, hastened the
mute-rial development of tile country, and was otherwise po-
tent in evolving modern civilizntion in the Islands, But the
«omruercln l !':,piI'ithas not dominated alone. The missionar-ies
ln-ouuht into Hawaii a temper of New England altruism so
practk-a1 and progressive that it has always constituted an
-eflieient force in shaping public policy and private practice
in mutters of civil right. Local public sentiment was strong
enough to correct evi ls that were 'arising in 1870, and there
is little doubt that such sentiment would have led ultimately
to a termination of penal contracts- even had no such emer-
gcnr-v as annexation arisen. ** .. Physical fll-treatment
of contract laborers was the exception. '* '" In considering
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these methods of discipline employed by planters during the
contract system, it must he remembered that the free or day
laborers were nearly as numerous 'as those under contract;
that both classes were working side by side in the field, and
that the same manner of handling must be used with both to
a lar~e extent. Furthermore, the cost of importing new men
was very heavy, and consequently every far-sighted manager
wns studying to maintain such conditions among his em-
ployees as would make his day laborers remain and lead as
many as possible of his contract men to 'reship' with him when
their period of service was over. More than 45 per cent. of the
23.000 field hands on Hawaiian plantations in lSn7., the year
before annexation, were day men, and the policy of manager:'!
in relation with their laborers could hai-dlv fail to be guided
by this fad. • ..
"There seems no ground, therefore, for believing that the
former contract system 'in Hawaii -was a system of quasi-ser-
vitude for laborers after the reforms of 1872, or that it wat?
marked by extreme injustice or brutality. Europeans who
have worked Jlllder it seem to regard it with no special an
tipathv. A man who had himself arisen from the position of a
field cultivator to the lrlghest ranks of plantation administra-
tion, stated that he had seen more abuse of mcn in a single
watch upon an American sailing vessel than in 21 years of life
in the Hawaiian cane fields. It was not a svstem that an
Americnn would care to work under, or one th:'1t it would be
practical to revive, but it oughtriot to go down 'in histoi-v bur-
dened with any particular odium. It was simply an adapta-
tion of a United States statute to a particular sdtuatlon-c-to au
(mel no less exigent for the country in which it was enforced
than is the end which justifies in the opinion of OUl' Supreme
Court the existence of our seamen's shipping act, in spite of
our conetltutional provision against involuntary servitude."
'I'he report then deals with the present plantation labor sup:
ply and with the measures taken to recruit labor for the
Islands during the last h-alf century. and speaks of the impor-
tation of Chinese, Japanese, South Sea Islanders, Portuguese,
Germans and Norwegians under contract. More Asiatics were
brought, not because they were better laborers, but the cost
was a VCI'Y great deal less. "The field of labor supply was
well covered by the island government. Hardly a locality in
the world exists where there is a surplus of unskilled labor
that has not been visited and investigated by Hawaiian labor
agents. Attempts to recruit field labor have been made in
many European countries, in various parts of the United
States, in the East Indies, the islands of the Pacific and in
Asia, but nowhere was a people found combining the civic ra-
pacity to build up a state with the humility of ambition nee-
essary for a contract laborer.
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"The present plantation labor of Hawaii, exclusive of skilled
labor ana superintendence, is composed of a few Europeans
and Portuguese from the Azores, Hawaiians, American Ne-
groes, Porto Ricans, Chinese 'and Japanese, The Europeans
include a few' Italians who have come into the country from
Louisiana (where they work for the same wages npon the
sugar plantations and live in the same quarters with the Ne-
groes), Galicians and Slavs from East Austria, and a few Ger-
mans. The latter are almost entirely upon one or two plan-
tations on the windward side of Kauai, t11e northernmost
island of the group, where the climate and general conditions
are fuvoi-ahle to outdoor work by Europeans, The owners and
managers are also Germans, and the men are allowed the use
of a garden and of sufficient land to keep a cow-in addition
to the f'uel and q uarters that are regularly furnished field
hnnde, Aside f'rorn the Portuguese, however, the number of
Europeans employed in actual field labor is very small. In
the autumn of ]!)03 it was but 39 in a total force of 18.536 men.
"The Portuguese are largely employed 'in the semi-skilled
occupations of the plantation, though 1,18;3 of the 2,663 DU the
pay rolls are lietcd as field laborers. 'I'hese people are an ex-
ceedingly hopeful element of the population. 'rhey are both
industrious and frugal, and their vices are not of a sort to
injure their efficiency as workers. They make good citizens,
and though those of the first generation are usually illiterate
und a verse to sending their children to the public schools, they
rapidly become Americanized. In fact the town Portuguese
one meets in Honolulu or Hila differ in no essential respect
from intelligent foreign-born citizens of the United States.
'I'heir education has been acquired in the public schools, if
tlrey are of the younger genE'l'ation, under a system identical
with that of the mainland, and they have acquired the habits
of thought and action that distinguish an 'American from a
European. 'I'hey take an acti ve part in local polities and are
prominent in both commercial and pnblic life. The country
people become homestcnders, cultivate small crops and fruits
or coffee, and raise enormous famili'es of bright, sturdy ch il-
ol'en-tIH' most desh-able Cl'OP of all in a country like Hawail.
It is rather significant, however, that they are not claesed with
'white men' on the plantations. 'I'hey form a class' apart,
somewhere between Aslnt ies and the other Caucasians., 'I'his
is probably because the 'whiteman' has always been a sort of
aristoera t in the islands, and a large body of immigrants who
lived in ordinary plantation quarters and worked with hoes
«ould hardly aspire to that rank in popular estimation. Port-
nguese 01' Hu wuiians are usually employed as teamsters, plow-
men, or cultivators where animals are used It is rather in-
teresting that the Portuguese, like the Italian E:' in Louisiana
to-day, were formerly considered inferior for this sort of work.
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But they have acquired the knack of handling mules and
oxen, and in this branch of plantation labor are excelled only,
jf at all, by the Hawaiians. The Portuguese is more individ-
ualistle-i-he has less of the communal instinct than either the
Chinese or the Japanese. Therefore he is less' successful in
co-operative and company contract WOI'};: than m'e the Orien-
tals. He is not inclined to strike, and is quite 'as apt to dis-
agree with his fellow wor-kmen as with 'his employer. But he
can not he counted upon to remain upon a plantation after
he has saved enough to become his own master. The ambition
of most of the Portuguese laborers interviewed was to gd
it little homestead back in the mountains and to come down
to the plantation occasionallv to work at odd jobs for ready
mOl1(~Y·
"'fhpre are 1,3Gf) Hawaiians emploved on sugar plantations
'in all enpacities. 'I'his is without considering those whites
who may have a strain of Hawaiian blood in their veins, who
.11'e to be found among plantation ownere and in the highest
administrative positions. 'l'he natives, as intimated above, are
usually preferred for handling animals. On account of their
superior strength they also make excellent wharf men and
porters. They are frequently found occupying posltlons as
locomoti ve dr-ivers and stokers and 'in the mechanical employ-
mente. Coruparati vely few are field .hands, those so engaged
numbering: but :3!)2, or 2S.G pel' cerrt, of ithe total number em-
ployed in the autumn of ] !l02. 'I'he Huwalians are reported
to be good men when they wo rk , but they lack industrial dis-
cipline. 'I'hey are indisposed to regular labor day nf'ter day
in any occupution of a monotonous chm-acter. It is for this
reason that they gi"e best sntisfaction in positions that a1ford
varied or il'l'eglllar employment, such as that of the wharf lu.
bor-ers j net mentionod.
"'1'hpI'(' are a fe,,, Americnn Negr-oes in Hawaii, ,a majoi-itv of
whom ha \'C' uri-lved since annexation. A bout a dozen were
11"oIJght into the Kohn lu district of Hawaii in the spring of'
l!H1L <Ind. SOIlW 100 men and their families were imported from
Loulsiunu and Alab.uuu bv 11alli planters under' a contract
by which they were to he paid from $18 to $24 a mon'th, with a
bonus of ;j;72 at the end of ;3 yeal's 'of contiunous service. 'I'huir
pas~,ag(' to the islands was also paid by the planters. Of the
lnttoi. expedition only a few men remained in the fall of 1HOj,
practicnllv none ser-ving as field hands. Those who remained
were eurn lng salru-ios \'<II'ying f'rom a nrlnimum of $21i a mont 11
and board as hospital uurses to $70 a month as policemen.
'PileI'{' wer« :J Ne!.\'I"o field hands earning $22 'a month undquur-
tel's in the Kuhnla dlstriet. In a word, the experiment of iiu-
porting black labor from the South was a fuil nre. "Htpl' tl:e
vurietv and (>xeitplllent of a long trip acrose the continent and
the' Pacifle, ending with an entirt-lv new environment awl
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change of climate, the Southem Negroes found it impossible
to settle down to plantation routine. 'I'he men drifted into the
towns, found employment there or on ships, and scattered to
the four po-ints of the compass. The more industrious and
ambitious did not find the same opportunities for acquir-ing
emnll holdings 01' making economic progress in other ways
that they possessed in the Sou'th, and their civil and social
status was little improved by the change. The minimum
wages of field labor-in Texas and Louisiana cane fields is $18
a mouth and quarters, and the cost of living far less than in
Hawaii. Under these conditions there is no 'inducement for
the Xf-g')'O to migrate to the islands. Furthermore, a prejudice
-bas always existed in Hawaii against the importation of black
laboi-, which has found. voice on at least cone occasion in a
special resolution of the legislature opposing such immigra-
tion. There are social reasons that make the Negro an espe-
dally undesirable settler in the islands. The color line is verv
looselv drawn between the Hawaiians and Caucasians, Th',~
forme)' lU1 ve hitherto incl nded the rulers, the nobility, and
many of the largest landowncre of the country. Sch-ools,
churches, and society are opened to them, and they have in-
torrum-ried 'with leading American and European residents.
The Hawa.lians arc not rucially allied with 'the Negro. For
all these reasons, politlcal and social, Hawaiian public senti-
ment considers it undesirable thnt an element be added to
the population that would be certain in time 'to distm-b the ex-
isting" happy conditlous and to create or emphasize unneces-
sarv prejudices,
"'rhe Porto Ricans, when they 'arrived, gave the least prom-
iso, ,:>ither us citizens 01' laborers, of anv immigrants that ever
disembarked at Honolulu. 'I'he men had been carelessly 1'('-
(')-ni['e(l nt a time when the laboring population of Porto 'Rico
Will" 'ill a condition of acute distress. His probable that few
of ,them were in a phvsicnl condition to make a long voyage
when they went on shipboard. 'I'hey were mostly people- from
the ('olh'!' countr-v of the-ir own island. who had been starved
out of the mountuins when that region was devastated by the
lnu-ricune of 1S!)!). 'I'his was followed bv a yP<11' of' fdleness,
sem i dvpendenct-, and mendicuucy in the coast country before
thev len for Hawaii. 'l'hev were half starved, 'anaemic, and, in
~i,~)ml' (':18I'S, dlsonsed. A considerable number of petty cr-itni-
lulls, wharf rats, nmd prostitutes from Ponce and other coast
t.owus a('('ompanied them. 'I'hev were not so much ropresen-
tuti ves of the people of POI'to Rico as of famine and misery
ill the uhsti-ar-t when thev arrived in Honolulu. Numbers of
IIH'n uf'tlicted wlrh hydrocele and other diseases, and who were
manifestly incapable of working, found theii- way among the
iuunlgrunts. But this was luu-dly the fnult of the Hawaiian
planters, who spent nearly $5G5,OOO to got Niese men, or 1I101'(~
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than $Ul2 passage money and recruiting expenses for every
adult male arriving, and who were practically interested in
their physical well-being.
"'I'he Porto Ricansappear to have been well treated during
their passage from POI'to Rico to Hawaii, and ito have been
provided with as many comforts as are usually enjoyed by
voluntary immigrants from Europe to the United States. But
their food, while wholesome and abundant, was not always
the kind to which 'they were accustomed, and they had been
made ravenous by long starvation. 'I'he first three expedi-
tions passed through San Francisco in the winter, and, al-
though they were brought across the country by the southern
route, 'the lightly clad members were subjected to the inclem-
encies of what was to them almost an arctic climate. But
there were few deaths among them while en route. The hard-
l'.'hips of traveling merely prevented any recuperation n-om
the deplorable physical condition in which they had left their
homes. When th'e)' reached the plantations where they were
to bel employed, many-c-especially of the first expeditious,
which 'a1'1'i"ed in the worst condition-e-were taken directly to
the hospitals, which some of them never left alive, '1.'h08e ~wllo
were Hot actually ill were in no condition to work and had to
be fed with spec'ially prepared f'ood for some weeks before
they could do a full day's labor in the fields, They did not
(,:11'e for themselves. They had to be taught how to live in
their new surroundings. 'fhey were morally upset by their long
travels and changed environment, and many could not ac-
quire the new habits of life necessary to their new condition.
So a considerable number became 'stl'ollel's and vagabonds,
and, wherever poseible, flocked into the towns,
"'1'11e social regimen of the islands 'is strict. There is no
extreme poverty, and begging is unknown. Any industriuos
and able-bodied mall canahV'uys find employment in the
conntry, and planters ad upon the theory that n man who
doesn't work is bound to steal. So a person without visible
means of support is not allowed to remain on a plan ration.
and as the plantations cover nearly all the settled portion
of the islands, it is exceedingly difficult for a man to follow a
life of vagtaney with comfort. A certain number of Asiatics
corrtrive to do so, but they five a sort of parasite existence
upon their fellows, visiting from plantation to plantation
among their more industrious brothers. and do not E,ink to the
social rank 01' follow the methods of tramps or public beg-
gal's. Therefore POI'tO Ricans so disposed did not find condi-
tions favorable to the dolce [tu: niente existence so common
among their own country population. They were confronted
with the necessity of constant labor, and this was a new sit-
nation to most of them. "\ fail' number are meeting the emer-
gency with reedit, and are acquiring habits of persistent ill-
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dusti-v that they might never have gained in their own conn-
trv, Hut a cer-tain proportion have failed to 'adapt themselves
to any sor-t of an industrious life, and these have drifted from
the plantations into the towns of their immediate vicinity
and torrn a ChISE. of malcontents and petty criminals.
"So far as a personal visit to every plantation in the islands
»ave one (am} that a place Where no Porto Ricans were or 11Ud
been employed) was able to show, the planters appear to
have fully kept their side of the agreement. In most cases,
howc-vei-, the men have left the plantntioris originally employ-
ing them and wandered from place to place, takingeuch po-
E,jtions as their fancy or necessity dicta ted, like other free ag-
ricultui-al laborers. On nearly every plantation they are given
in addition to the wages agreed upon in the 'contract' a bonus
of 50 t('nts a week for everv week in which tlrev work six full
days. They receive special consideration in many ways that
is not shown laborers of other nationalities. One plautation
employs a phvsician for POI"to Ricans exclusively, others that
do not i-nn plantation stores buy rice and similar supplies at
w hnlesn le which they sell at cost to these employees; a planter
on the island of Hawaii gives his Porto Ricaus a sack of flour
in addition to their weeklv bonus whenever thev work a full
111On'i"h of ~n days, and at :l'~lOther place, where th~re are neurlv
]00 employed, th~'y are ser-ved with a fl'ce luncheon of hard
1"<H'];: and cotf'ee in the field. Among about 100 Porto Ricans
interviewed, there was not a single man who complained that
he had not received full compensation f'or his services.
"Of the 55 plantations in Ira wail, :34 had Porto Ricans on
theu- pay rolls in the autumn of 1902. One thousand seveu
hundred nu-n, 0'1' sligMly more flian 58 pel' cent. of the whole
number of men imported, were then employed, and were earn-
hlg an a verage monthly wage, without bonus, of $17.52. In-
eluding the weekly banns of 50 cents paid to a very large
majori tv of 1: hem for regular work, their possible wages were
neai-lv :t,;2 a month more than 'this, and their real monthly
('al'nings probably a vet-aged between $] 8 and $19. On OIW plan-
tation, where the nctnul wages paid 54 Porto Rican employees
W(,I"(~ averaged for the month of August, 1902, it was fonnd
that they earned $18.85 eachvor 51 cents a month more than
t he Jupunese. There were also 127 Porto Rican women em-
ployod at nn average wage of $11.l:-~ a month, and Hi4 minors,
whose 'average wages were $10.20. The occupations of the men
\W1'C distrl buted as follows: Foul' held clerical positions,
paying" an average of $35.32 a month; 11 were overseers, 1'('-
ceiving $BO.29 a month; ] 8 mechanics and meehanies' helpers
r('(~ei\'ed $21.fi7; 29 tenmsters received, :jii20.(j1; 15 whm-f men
received $19.77; 15 railway laborers received $20; 9 mill hands
received $18.20; and 1,7:~4 field hands and common laborers
received, without including the bonus, an average of $16.13 a
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month. The average wages 'of the Porto Ricans employed
on the plantations are therefore higher than those promised
them when they left Porto Rico. But slightly more than half
of those imported still remain In plantation work. Of these
589 are accounted for by the 'school children, 166 had been
eommit ted to Oahu Prison, and the remaining 2,300 represent
minors too young to attend school, those employed of!' the
plantations, and the vagrant 'and vagabond population that
has collected in Honolulu. Some also have died and a few
have left for tlre Coast. 'I'wentv-three Poi-to Ricans are also
engaged in cultivating on contracts, and are earning about
$21) a month besides quarters, fuel, and medical attendance.
'These are not included among the plantation wage earners
enumerated above.
"F'rom the planters' point 'of view an important result of
the Porto Rican immigration was the moral effect that their
arrival had upon the Japanese. The latter had begun to fancy
that with the enforcement of the Federal Chinese exclusion
and contract laws after the annexation they were complete
masters of the labor situation in Hawaii. 'I'hey formed tempo-
rary combinations for the purpose of striking at critical pe-
riods of the planting and grinding season, and in this way bad
succeded ill forcing up wagce, This is sutficiently shown by
the rise in the a \'erage wage of field hand'S from 60 to 75 cents a
day, OL' 'an increase of over 25 pel' cent., during the year end-
ing June 30, 1901-the first 12 months following nnnexation.
'file regular arr-ival of monthly expeditions of I'Ol'Do Rican la-
bor-ing people throughout an entire year Iargelv disabused
them of this sense of monopoly and made them much more
reasonable in their relations with their employers.
"The ultimate effect of the Porto Rican immigration upon
the ielands will probably be unimportant. Those who remain
will doubtless amalgamate more or less with the Por-tuguese
dur-iug their transition into Hawaiian Americans. 'I'hev and
their descendants will in all probability be vastlv bet1't>r off
than they had any prospect of being in their own country.
'I'hey have brought with them a. «riurinnl element which it
nmy-t:ake time to eliminate, but which will find the islands a
decidedly diseournging field for operations, and thev have
faults and. weaknesses which ilt may require a generation OJ'
two fully to correct. They are 'somewhat given to drinking.
gambling, and cal'l'ying concealed weapons, and are more
quarrelsome and vindictive than the other inhabitants. Ditfl-
culties sometimes arise between them and the Japanese. The
latter are seldom the aggressors and rather fear the Portn
Ricans in individual disngreernr-nte, but on one or two occa-
sions, when their blood was up, 'it required prompt and ener-
getic police 'interference to prevent a 'sudden extermination
of the lor-at Poi-to Rican population. The customs of the two
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people are so different that trouble is apt to result if they are
placed in neighboring quarters. The Japanese, for instance,
have a naive disregard f{Jor proprietieeof costume and occasion-
ally walk about their camps in an absence of attire that Amer-
icans or Europeans tolerate only in "narks of art. Porto Ri-
cans object to this in case of adults, and one or two small riots
ha ve occurred as a eon sequence. His careless disregard for
cleanliness renders 'tlre Porto Rican a less pleasant neighbor
or employee in mamy respects than an Oriental. But to an
outside observer it would seem that despite all his faults he is
more desirable as a permanent settler. He possesses the her-
edity of the Caucasian, and with the discipline 'of regular work
and the encouragement of the social and political environment
he finds in Hawaii, he ought to turn out 'in the course of time
a fait-ly intelligent and industrious citdzen ..
"The Chinese have long constituted an important-most of
the timr- the most important-i-elemeut. of Hawaii's working
population, and they possessed 'influence and privileges and reo
('Pived a degree of consideration in the old island kingdom that
they never enjoyed in 'the United States. 'I'he first connection
of Hawaii with China was through the sandal-wood tratfle,
when the Celestial Empire W<IS looked upon as the great source
of r-oyal revenue and of ready 1l10'1wy for the people. The
cooley appeared in 1853 with the dignity of this tradition be-
hind him. His number increased slowly at first; he accuruu-
luted property in those days of early abundance. intermarried
with the natives, learned their language, gained their confi-
dence and trade, and with his sln-ewd commercial instincts es-
ta hlishod 'himself sn-onglvfn the mercantile life of the King-
dom. In the marshy coast regions and fertile mountain val-
leys he opened profitable rice plantations, redeeming value-
less waste lands. and adding greatly to the wealth of the
country. the income of the native proprietors, and the- reve-
nue... of the Government. His competition was not felt as
much as his services were appreclatcd, and he was treated ac-
eordinglv. Visitors from California speak of his superiority tl.'
the Chinamen of the coast as if he tame from '<1. ditf'ei-ent qunr-
tel' of the globe, hut he is simply the cousin or brothel' of HI(:
latte-r developed under a different environment,
"1:ut the nurn her of Chinese immigrants ultimately caused
disquietude, especiallv in view xif the constantlv decroaslng
na tive population and the small contingent of permanent
white i-csidents, and from 188:3 a growing opposition tn their
eon tinned importation existed. Shortly afterwards plantation
labor began to Ilnck in fr-om J apan, and a Chinese-restrict ion
net was passed in 1887, with amendments in 1888. which vir-
tually excluded laboring people of that nationality from the
islands for a time. Chinese women and children having t-el-
ntives in Hawaii, elergymen, merchants and teachers former-ly
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i-esidimr in the eounn-v were allowed to land. Under a special
permit from the minister of the Interior merchants and trav-
elers were allowed to remain ill the countrv 6 months under
bond. A limited number of field hands and domestic servants
were also pomritted to enter the country each year. These
were allowed to engage 'in no occupations but the two stated,
and had to keep their residence registered with the authorities,
wlrile their omplovers were required, under penalty of a fine.
to deposit a certain portion of ,their wages each mouth with
the Government for the payment of their return passage wheu
the contracts under which they were permhtted to enter had
expired. Despite these restrictions, however, the number of
Chinese plantation laborers increased relatively 1'0 fhe num-
bel' of Japanese from IBM to lS!lG, inclusive, though the latter
always remaiued a large majority. The constitution of 1887
prohibited Chinese hom voting' for members of the leg-isla-
hue.
'''1'11(' planting' 'interests have usually, though not unanimous-
Iv, been in fa vorof Chinese labor. An ideal situaltion in the
c:,res of most manager-s would be to have n. force of unskilled
employees divided about equally between the two Oriental
uationalttios, If confined to either one of the two, probably
a majority w0111d pref'or tlIP Chinese, prn-tlv because they still
ictnin a livolv recollec-tion of their difficulties. witlh the .Iapan-
ese at the time of annexation. 'I'he two peoples, in spite of
their kinship, hn ve mat-ked dissimilarities. 'I'he Chinaman 1S
unsuullv the more steady and reliable hut the less euei-getio
lubou-r of the two, and is prefert-ed for irrigution and cane
cutting. The -Iapanese has greater physical strength, and i~'
the bottor man for loading 0'1' for gpncl"al roustabout work in
the mill. He is more frequentlvseen with a team than is the
Ch inn mnn. He is more cleanly nbout his person 'and tidv
about his sun-oundings, and adopts much more readily all the
I-:U pr-rf l'ia 1 tokens of Cnucnsian civilization. He wears Euro-
pean clothing'. carries a. watch, and seeks most eagerly for va-
I'jc'ty in life. fie is constantly visiting new places and trying
his hand at IWW hades. He represents the radical, the China-
man the consci-vative, side of Oriental charactei-, His white
cmployoi-s consider him mercurinl, superflcial, and untrusr-
woi-thv in business matters. His vices m-e more occidental
than those of the Chinese. He does- not fall a. victim to opium
0)' the unna tural practices of HIe latter, hut is fond of intoxi-
r-ants. l':uitly onuccount of Iris religion he is usually kind t.o
animals and largely vegetarian in his diet. 'When the .lapan"
ese fu-st he/-?:an to un-ive in the country one of the difflcultios
Plllp]OYPI'S experienced was to persuade them to eat enough
wholesome and etrength-sustalniug food to do a fail' day's
work. 'I'he Chinaman is said by planters to spend half again
as much for his provisions as a Japnnpse, He eats meat and
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not unusually is to be seen tramping horne to his quarters with
n can vue-wrapped ham on his shoulder. In matters of busi-
Bess Imnor, the Chinaman is considered vastly more reliable.
He seldom deserts a contract, even though he lose heavily,
wlrile a Japanese will walk off 'and le ..we a manager in the
lurch if he tails to get what he considersa profitable bargain.
A prominent business man of Honolulu, who had dealt with
the Chinese for 31 years, buying rice from them and advancing
rhem money on CI'Op loans and mortgages, stated that he had
never lost 'a cent through their dishonesty 01' had one of them
fail to keep his side of all agreement fairly entered into 01' at-
reuipt to evade a business promise, They arc also said to be
constant in their domeetle relations and to bring up their
families with a strict regard for their own ethical ideas. They
have 1('s8 national scntlmcnt than the Japanese, and a num-
bl~)' of them have settled and made permanent homes in Nle
i slunds, when' their clrildren, either pure Ohinese 0'1' mixed
Clrinese and Hawaiian, form a small but constantly growing
element 01: the populmtiou. The descendants from Clrinese-Ha-
wniian marriages are esteemed Ithe best mixed race in the
territory.
"The .Iupanese make more demands upon a. plantation mana-
ger ill file way of quarter!'> and g:eneral conveniences for Iiviug
than do the Ch inese, ?lIan)" of them han' families and require
Indi vidunl apartments, They will not sleep in "double deck-
ers," and tear them oult of any apartments to Which they are
assigned. 'rllE'y prefer to board in small compuniee, upon a
(~ottage system, while the Chinese like to herd together in hu'W!
bal'ral'ks-usually i-oomy, barn-like structures-c-with little
snggpstion of domestioity about them. It iEI difficult to keep
-Iupnnese employees upon a plantation unless they are pro-
vided with plenty of watel'--jlrefl')'ably hot walter-for their
daily bath. No provision for privacy need accompany these
bathing' nI'rangemL-'nts. One oig tub satisfies all ordinary re-
q ni rernents.
- 'I'he puti-iotism nnd nationnl ag'gJ'essivelH'l"ls of the Japanese
nrt- fal'tOl's of the slleiGlol~'i(1al iurl ur-ucr- in the islands. Ou the
one hand tliese qualitil'; han', up to HIe present time, pre-
vented t lu-ir becom ing Ij(~)'llIanpnt scttlors like some of the
l_~hillt's(', 'l'lwy hnve not a('quil'pd la)'g(~ In'(Jp(~rty holdings in
lla wu ii, though tll<'Y couduct nuuiv business enterprises of
impor-tauc« muong their 'own people. .Iapaueso flnuncial in-
st itutiuus aud steamship r-ompun ies handle the saving's 'of the
lalHII'l'I'S nnd ('aITY tlll' lutn-i- to and f'rorn the islands, while
lhl~ (Jon']'nJlll'lJl{of -Iapun eloselv supervises and regulates
p\'('r," detn il of their innnigru tion. Mos] of those migrating to
11awuii do HO at the instnnce am} lIIH]('1' the control of 'imm i-
g'l'atiol1 compunies, which are Insri tut ions authorized by the
ltUIIII! Government J'or conducting this business. It is stated
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that at rimes only a fixed quota of laborers is permitted to
leave each province, the number being adjusted to local re-
quirements and to the rate 'of wages prevailing in the foreign
labor market, Each inunigrunt pays or becomes indebted to
the immigration company for his passage, and a. fixed fee or
commission, which i-anges from $10 to $20, in considerat'ion of
which the company is bound to transport the laborer to his
destination, and to provide for his cure 01' elsa retum him to his
own country in case illness or accident incapacitates him for
work, As a Japanese can save as much from his 'wages in a
venr in Hawaii as in the better Dart of a lifetime in some of
1Jle rural distrcts of his 'Own cormtrv, and af'! the cost of pas-
suge to Honolulu-nnder $40-is by no means prohlbitive, the
voluntary labor supply from Japan hnsnrntural lv filled the
Hawa.iian market, though a Iwavs under the striet control of
the Government. It is even r-umored that when the plautu-
tion hands become numerous and wages begin to decline, or
when the pressure for employment becomes great at home, the
local :Igentsof the Gover-nment intervene to encourage a re-
turn to- Japan of those laborers having the largest deposits in
the Japnuese bank. \V'hetiher this is true 0'1' not, it is certu in
that .Iapnn never lets go of its eitisens, and does not intend
they shall form permanent ties in another country, 'I'his Iaet
has so far distinguished -Iapanese immigration into Hawaii
from European immigreution into the United States, The Jap-
anese, with his inherited reverence for the authority of the
novei-nuu-rrt. ii'"' not a free agr-nt in the social 01' i'~Hlnstria1
world and does not sever 'himself from the influence of his
native rulers when he passes bevond tho sphere of their Jlo-
litical contr-ol.
;'It is in part this national sentiment which gives a certain
ngg-l'essin'npssto the ruligious polity of t'he,Japa:nese, A major-
ity of the laborers are Buddhists, and this religion is conduct-
ing- a quiet but persistent propagandu ugninst Clu-istinuirv
among it s OWIl people. Outside of Honolulu there are pei-hups
f, score of Buddhtsrr temples r-ecent ly erected upon the differ-
put pluntations, and -Ia.panese schools are conducted ill C0111Wl'-
tion with a number of them, The nationul trait of assimilating
readilv the extet-ior for-ms of '''estel'll civil izntiou reproduces
itself pecu l int-lv in their rC'ligi'OlJ. Pai-tlv as a maitter of ('011-
venient-o the Buddhists observe ~undav 'in the islands, condut-r
Runday sr-lronl and meetings on that day. and to some exten t
imitate (']111I'(' h obser-vnnces. Buddhist priests ha v« adopted
the titlc of "Reverend." 'I'her« is 110 opposition to this rplig--
ion Oil th« part of mnnagurs and plantation uut'horlties, in fad
the,\' rat ln-r encourage the building' of temples and the observ-
unce of for-ms of worship among' thpil' Asiutle employer-s. 'I'he
moral and s()(jalinlhlt'nl'e 'of the pl'iPF,1s among the laborers
is t'hought to be g'ood. Hut ('ases aI"e l'ppol'ted wlrer« Buddhist
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committees have been at work using their moral influence,
and even, it is said, using a form of boycott, to force Christian
-Iapanese to send their children to Buddhist schools and ~o
renounce their adopted form 'Of worship. As-ide from their
religion, patriotism alone is a potent influence in keeping the
-Iapanese loyal to their own national institutions. They co-
operate and make considerable sacrifices to maintain schools
where their children can be tanght in their mother tongue and
in accordance with t'he customs and beliefs of Japan.
"'Despite the transient character of Asiatic settlement in
Hawaii, the Iabcr question there has certain permanent social
and racial aspects that it does not possess in other portions
of the country. 'I'hese turn upon the probability of a final
orientalizntiou of that 'I'erritory. At present Hawaii is as
characteristically A merican as any place on the mainland.,
This may be due in part to an aggressiveness in Hawaiian
Americanism that was born of its struggle to survive and to
dominate HIe country. Sornetlring 'Of the cohesiveness tlrat
Macaulay mentions as chai-acterizing Nle Englishry of Ireland
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centur-ies has united the
white population. The public school system has been a pow-
erful instrurnent for unifying the ideals and establishing a sol-
idru-ity in the civllizatlon of the islands. Europcuu inunigt-ants
are assimilated into this Amer-ican life as i-cadilv as in any
other part of the Ucion. "Up to the present time the ;\siatic
has had only an economic value in rh« social equation. So far
as Hlf; institutions, laws, customs, und language of the per-
manent popu la tion gO,his presence is no more felt than is tha t
of the cattle upon the mountain i-angce. He lives apart, his
society forms tuv inipcrinni inLnipcr!« that is not assimilated,
and dol'S not even coalesce with the sncial organism of the
dominant race.
"The question whether this is a permanent condition and
whether two societies can continue th us to exist side by side
without reading the one upon theuther, is an tnteresting one,
because it is certain to become more imp(wtant and to IHITe
many new applicntions in the future. In Hawaii then' seems
to he all appreciable tendency tv extend Western at the ex-
pense of Eastern civilization and customs. 'I'his is not so sig-
nificant in ease of the Japanese, f'or thov are ready imitators,
if not assimilators, of Western ideals. Hut a breaking' down
of Chinese consci-vntlsm means much more, and when these
people decide to make their pet-mu nent lionu-» in Nte islands
it is evidently with a view to becoming Occiden'tals. They
sond their ch ildren to HIP public schools and entourage them
to ucqulrc A mericun nccompl islnuents and ·hahits. - In one
school visited where there wore uhout 70 pupils, but l:~ wore
cues, '1'<:11 years ago, rhe [u-inclpnl said, the proprn-tion was
about reversed. And a group of Chinese boys without cues,
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talking' very fail' English, dressed as Amer-ican boys would be
under similar circumstances, and starting ant for a football
game-as these boys were the morning the school was visited
-pre:')('nt "PI'y few Oriental charncteristics. Kwh one of these
young men and women who steps over the l'ine that separates
the East from t'he 'Vpst makes it easier for more to follow.
"'l'he AmerIeautzed Chinaman contributes a not unhnpoi-t-
ant elemen t to the ITawaiian people, and there ure 'indiealtions
thlat he will stand on a certain social parity with the Caucus-
ians, Young Chinese are occasionally 'seen in evening dress
at balls and receptions where whites predominate. 'Vhen they
adopt an A merican manner of life Ithe~' soon cease to be a de-
pi-esslng f'nctor in the labor market, 'fhtose best qualified to
speak of the Hawaiian Chinese state that they are rapidly ac-
qniring the habits and tastes 'of Amerlcan working people and
1]emalld the same stand.u-ds of Jiving. _'hmy of those who
make but a temporary sojourn in the islands, cari-y back with
them to China packing eases full 'of American lamps, clocks,
tools and implements,' sewing machines, and other novelties
nrid conveniences of various kinds, a knowledge of which they
of'ten inn-od nee for the fu-st time to the remoter parts of their
own countrv. Some of them return to build and furnish
homos, l ik« those of the ..Americans, in their native villages.
The «irculnt lou of Or-iental labor throng,Jh Hnwn'ii has been a
pntout hu t little-heeded influence in ext<~nding fnmilim-itv with
,\Yesiel'n civil izntion and a demand for \\-estern products
rlu-oughout the two grea.t Oriental nations.
"On rhe ot'lwr Iumd, the presence of a n-ansicnt population of
'\.siaties in Hawaii checks Cancueinu immim-ation. limits the
mnrket f'oi- white labor, and t'hus tends to lander the building
up of a str-ong; self-governing American commrnritv in the mid..
Paciflc. '\\'('J'e Hawaii virgin and unoccupied ten-itory it: might
1)(' quostionorl whether Amer-ican interests would permit a sin-
gle ~Iong()lian upon its short-s. But 1I0W there are established
industi-lo» and interests nrging their claims, The sugar indus-
tl"y has beon built upon Asiatic la hor ; that labor cannoit be
withdrawn at once without ruining the industry, and with it
the ecouum i« IJl'OSI)('rity of the Islunds for many years to come.
Cansl's all'('aely sufficientl,' described limit the iudustt-iul possi-
hilirtes, and no «onuuunitv, white 01' yellow, r-an obviate these
Ihnitation», C(,I'tain other «onditions, sociologlcal rather than
nuutor-inl, still f'urthor restriot 111lP. sphere of iuduetrlnl effort
in the islands. 'l'l!a t labor poli(~y 'is evidently the wisest which,
while l'e('ognizing ('xisting conditions and the naturul limita-
tions to producti ve euterpi-ises ah-eady mentioned, strives to
maintain the economic prosperity of the 'l'erritO'ry with the
least possible sacrifice of the 'iIItel'('s(s of Caucasian working-
men.
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"Assuming the production of sugar to retain its present as-
cendancy, it is pcrtlnent to inquire to what extent wluite men
«an be profitably employed in that industry. It is generally
conceded that all the higher occupations, 'such as those in-
volving superintendence or mechanicnl skill, might remain in
their control. But the men employed in these pursuits are only
a smull fraction of the whole plantarion force. Unskilled la-
borers constituted, 'in round numbers, oyer 38,000 of the 42,-
000 men employed on Hawaiian plantations in the fall of 1892,
0]' about UO pel' cent. of Hie whole plantation force. It is'
among the remaining 10 pel' cent, that there would theoreti-
tally be the greatest field for white employment.
wI'he prcliminru-v e-xplanation should be made that, irre-
spectivc of the general question whether white men can work
qatisfadol"ily ill it'he cane fields, t11e1'(' is. it is said, no supply of
the kind of la bot- neoded in the StateE', Ituly furnis'hes a large
share of Hie field hands employed in Louisiana, and Japanese
cultivute. the beet sngal' jjpld}; of California. 'I'he latter Sitate
furnishes a ready market for all lilhe agr-icultural labor that
lip to the present date has ever reached its borders, at higher
wagl~H than the (;<\11e industry can alford to pay. American
fn rm hands «an not be employed, and small farmers from the
8tat('8 will not occupy and tBI with their own hands cane
lands in Hawaii. nntil some economic revolution is accom-
pl isherl by which worker-s arc made to move frpely fr-om a
higher: to a lower market and from more profitable to less
proritub le fields of production,
"\Yhite men arc sometimes said to he phvsically incapable
of wor-king continuously in the cane flelds of a country having
the r-Iimate of Hu wn ii. 'I'h'is nruv be true of some
spots., like the i\fana «nd of' Keka,ha plantation,
w11('I'(' the highlands cut off the ocean breezes and
rhe sun POl'US its untempercd rays into 'a. little pocket
in th« foothills, but as a gene'raJ stntemerrt it has been
disproved by the use of the Portuguese in Hawaii, and, it,
lllig,ht 1)(' added, of the Gnllego in Cuba. The Italians, while
they lui ve the l'('('upe]'atin: efl'ects of the frost season, work
for months of t he busiest time 'of the veal' in Louisiana in
tomperatm-es higllPr than are common in Hawaii. North Eu-
ropenns have been and arc still employed infield labor in
the islands, The conunittoe of labor of the Hawariian Plant-
«rs' Association said in its report Ior lSS2:
" 'The omplovment of Europeans has not as a, rule proved
desh-able, although in some cases Germans from the fru-ming
«lassos have proved valuable laborers, ospeciully when the em-
plovers were Germans.'
"'l'lwre ir,-, one field operation, however, in which white men
('an rarely be prevailed upon to engage. That is 'stripptng'
the cane, 01' tearing off the lean's so as to admit the sugar-
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building sunlight to the 'stalks. This is an especially disa-
greeableopenution in many parts of' Hawaii-on some plan~a­
tions thev do not sltJ'ip at all-because the cane grows heavier
on the ir~rigated lauds 'tlran in any other place in the world.
For-tv tons of cane to an acre is a big crop in Cuba 01' other
suga'i, courrtt-ies, while 1~0 tons is sometimes raised in Hawaii.
When this occurs the stalks a'ttnin an extraordinary length,
sometimest 28 feet; and intertwine and range so as to produce
a nearly Impenetr-able jungle. A writer thus deseribes this
• operation of thrashing the cane in Australia, where the
gi-owth is fm: less IUXIl1'hUlt than in some por-tions of the Ha-
wll,i'ian Islands;
";I'i!"tlll'e to voui-self a 50 HI' GO acre field of well-growu
cane. It standsl'from 8 to 10 feet high, ill serried rows some Ij
feet apas-t with 'half that distunce between the stools, which
number Ii to 12 stalks eaoh, Much of the canehas been blown
down, and lies in a tangled mass under foot. Every single
stalk is clothed with a easing of dead leaves from the ground
to t'he green crown, 'I'his is the so-called "trash," which has
to be removed in order to 'allow the sun and air to act directly
upon ahe cane. Enter 'this field and a few feet from lthe out-
side edge you find it difficult to force your way farther. Oyer-
head is the pitiless, blazing sun of the 'I'ropics. Should there
be any breeze at all not a breathof it can find its way mrn-e
than a few yeurds inlto the thickly growing cane. 'I'he ther
m'onu-ter stands well above 100 in the sun, and added to that
there is a deadly, muggy da IIIpn CSl" everywhere, which ren-
dci-s the heat more oppressive. 'Phe trash is easily detached
from the cane stalk-a child can pull a dead leaf off with his
finger n.ndt'h nmb. ,AlI thsut tile laborer has to do is to throw
himself upon a stoolof cane, plunge both 'hands into the uc
cumulated trash, drag' it clear of the cane and depoeit it be-
tween the rOW8. But fine dust rises f'rom ithe crackling ]pa \'(>8
in douds, which gets into the laborer's eyes and nostrils,
COYel'S his whole persphing body with stor'eaming dn-t, and
I"IO'SC'8 IIp his bronchial tubes as badly as if he were wor-king a
cotton g'in in :1 closed room, In addition to this armovunce
thr-re 'is the still gl'eatC>l' ,one:1'I'isin!!: from the hail'S fri;l"'incr
. " ~ ~
ench (';\l1P jOihlt. 1'11("s(, become detached in the pI"OCC-'ss of
tlu-ashlug and stick into the skin, like the fine hairs of n ver
tain cnterpillarm- the fine spicules of the pricklv pear, 'and
cause lntense inltution. 'I'he skin burns and itches. and there
is no possible escape 01" relief until knock-off time.'
"SevC'I'al serious attempts Irave been made by Hawaiian
planters to introduccn system of colonies or small fal"ming
into the sugar industry, and thus to dispense to some extent
with the uncertainties of labor supply that faced t'hem as larue
individual employers, 1'hC'se experiments appear to have b('~n
made in good fa'i'th and to lrave dernonstra ted that 'tlris par.
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ticular method of cane culture is not practicable in Hawaii.
Certainlv no new svstem of tihis ISOI't could survive in compe-
titi'on with the one already estabhshed.
As cady as 1870 one of the pioneer sugar raisers, Capta'iu
.Iames MeKt~e, brought 18 white settlers to Ulupakalu pluuta-
rion, on Muui. They built a little hamlet called Lincolnsvllle,
and received advancesof 'supplies and living expenses and the
r-se of land, with nm understanding that they should be paid
for theu- crop according to the number of tons produced. Only
one of the members remained until the crop matured. A still
mort' elaborate experiment was recently 'tried at Ewa planta-
tion, which is described in detail in the two letters below.
F'if't een farmers were brought from Oalifornia, their expenses
were paid in full 'and they were placed under exceptional con-
ditions for succeeding as cane cnltivators upon one of the
best-paying plantations in the islunds ; but for various rea-
S{JDS they became dissatisfied 'and gave up the undertaking.
Americans and many Europeans will not engage in an occu-
pation rlua.t is stigmatized by cooley traditions, even though
it prove profitable and not excessively laborious. They have a
N'l'hlin pride 01' vanity 'Of race It-hat is as difficult as any econ-
orni« obstacle to overcome.
"LETTER FROM MR, W. J. LOWRIE, THE MANAGER UNDER WHOM
THE EXPERIMENT WAS INAUGURATED OF INTRODUCING A
GOLONY OF AMERICAN FARMERS AS CUI~TIVATORS UPON EWA
PLANV.'.rWN IN 1898-99,
"DIo;Alt Sm: The question of employing white labor for the
cultivation of sUg':lil' cane has received considerable and cat-eful
cousideration by the Ewa Plantation Company. In the early
part of 1SH7, Mr. 'V. :N. Artustr-oug ltold of interviews he had
had wi th ~rr. E. L. F'itzgerald, labor commissioner of the State
of Ca li f'ornia, and he was invited to 'a meeting' of the directors
of the Ewa Plantation Company. at wlrich meeting, I, as man,
agel', was present; the results of which meeting may best be
told by quoting' the following resolution unanimously passed:
,. 'Nc,~ulfCd, Thu t the Ewu Plantation Company, through Mr.
,V. X. Amistrong, extend to 1\11'. F'itzgerald, labor commission-
('I' of the State of Californiu, an invitation to visit Honolulu
and tile Ewa Plantation, to look into the 'labor conditions ex-
isting' here, with tlhe view of introducing desirable white la-
borers upon the plantation.'
"~ll'. Fitzgerald accepted the invitation of the company, ar-
dying here in fltC' islands slrortlv afterwards. lIe was fur-
nished with every opportunity for NIC purpose of obtaining all
the information possible Oil the subject, not only from a prac-
tical point of view, but also in the line of statisticaand before
his return to California was able to express the opinion that it
was his belief that white labor could be introduced 1101' the cul-
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tivation of sug-ar cane on our plantation. After tale return 01'
Mr. Fiblgerald to Cahfoenla considerable correspondence was
conducted with him on the subject, and, acting' Olll the results
ll,f his vi •dt to the islands and such correspondence, in July,
lSV8, I was authorized to vi's'it California for the purpose of
securing white families of the farming class to enter upon the
cultivation 'of sug-ar cane at Ewa Plantation, according to the
general terms of:a form of contract that r had drawn up, with
such modifications as might be considered necessary.
"Accordingly I went to San Francisco, going into theagri-
cultural dietricts of the State in the interior, particularlv to
Modesto, Stanislaus County. On reaching Modesto, in order
to thoroughly lay before the people Ithe conditions as they ex-
isted pertaining to the cultivauion of sugar cane, I engaged a
hall, 'invif ing the people from around the neighboring districts
to come together in meetings, where I addressed them, offer-
ing them 'all the information possible on HIe subject, I fonnd
these people very anxious and willing to accept the proposi-
tions offered them to come to Hawaii; in fact, they had been
suffering quite severely the past two 'Or three years with their
crops then', owing to drought. These people, w'lrile honest and
hard-working farming people, were actually without any
money whatever, owing to the losses sustained undoubtedly by
them owing to the drought. In 'Order to assist them in getting'
to the ielands, we offered and did pay their fares to San Fran-
cisco, even going so far as to settle up some indebtedness
owing by some of them in Modesto. 'I'hey were all f'urnished
with transportation from San. Francisco to Honolulu, and
thence to t'he pluntation, free of charge to themselves.
"As the result of my visit I succeeded in selecting personnllv
1!,) farmers, 10 of whom were single men and 5 marr-ied. They
arrived here in the Islands during September of that same
year, heing engaged under the general following conditions:
"They were to cultivate and take care of the cane from the
time it received its fi'rst watering up to maturitv, and were til
receive therefor one-sixth of the actual net price realized 'On the
sale of sugar. During the time previous to settlement with
them after the harvesting 'of each crop they were allowed an
advance of $18 per mornth. Further, they were furnished, free
of charge to themselves, houses, fuel, and water, and medical
services: they were 'also allowed to have a small piece of
ground surrounding their houses, on which to cultivate and
grow for tlhelUseln~s vegetables and other articles for 'their
own use, with the walter 'necessary to irrigate the same.
Having resigned the management of the Ewa Plantntlon in
November of that same year, for further informn'tion as to the
results obtained with these farmers I will have to refer YOU to
the present management, but I believe that all have lef,t the
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plantation, with rather unsatisfactory results. to the Ewa Plan-
tation Company.
"One can see from the foregoing that the Ewa Plantation
Company made an honest and earnest effort to in'troduce wlrite
labor, especially w~lite farmers, for the purpose of cultivating
sugar cane on theirpJantaltion, with the hope that the same
would prove successful, and that in the future we could get
large numbers of American farmers into this country, and we
could not help but admit that the whole thing was' a complete
failure. It may be 'of in'terest to note that the Ewn Plantation
Company did not send a paid agerut who went to the cities of
the mainland to t,ry t1his experiment, securing their labor from
the cities;· on the contrary, they sent me as manager, 'and I
did go to the agricultural districtsand did get .the farmers.
"It also may be of Interest in fhis connection to state that at
the time this, experiment was undertaken HlC joint couunission
sent here by Congress to report upon our conditions (consist-
lug of Senators Cullom and Morgan and Representative Hitt?
were VCJ'J' much 'inlterested in the effort, and, together with the .
directors of the Ewa Plantntion Company, were in hopes that
it would tend to solve rhe labcr question for these islands.
Yours, truly, ,Y. ,T. Lownrn.'
"LE'l"J'EU FH()~I ~IR. GT~OHGE l~. REX'I'OX, 'I'HE ~IAXAGE:R rXDElt
WIIO~[ 'rIlE EXPERDIEXT 'VAS COXCLUDgD.
"lJl%R Am: I have now to reply to your request for infor-
mation concerning the experiment with American labor in the
cane fields on 1he estate.
The profit-sharing company on the Ewa plantation, known
as the California Farmers' Colony, consisted at the outset of
15 men, ;) of whom WE're married. These farmers arrived at
Ewa in October and November of 18flS.
"}<'or their transportation from San Francisco $1,110.81 had
been ad"anced to I~hem; for their free nccommodn'tion fl houses,
each containing four rooms, 13 by ]2 feet, exclusive of kitchen
and pantry, with 24 by G feet verandas front and hack, had
been erected; for their convenience water was' piped to each
building, gardens were alloted to each household, and a fenced
pasture of 17 acres immediately 'adjoining the house lots was
set aside for common use. Each married man had a separate
house; of the si'llgle men, Goccupied 2 rooms each, while the
remaining 4 lrad separate apar-tments. 'I'Iiis was at 1:'he incep-
tion of the experiment.
"A f'ter a few months 'had elapsed, owing to departures, each
r-ingle man had two rooms, and before eight months had
passed each farmer, whet'her married or otherwise, occupied
an entire house. Thus, of the original n, there remained 4
houses empty and to spare.
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"This. was at the middle of the experiment,
"They were, therefore, housed with ample accommodations
and snfficient comfort; fuel, water, and medical attendance
wert:' supplied, without charge, a. field of deep rich soil already
planted with seed cane and 'first watered' was 'allotted to
rhem Ior Itheir cultivation; one 'Of ,their number was selected
as their suboverseer in the distribution of irr-igation water,
and thev commenced work.
"The following is a record of the time each man stayed on
the estate, and the reasons given by each for dissolving his
connection with the plantation:
Number-
of men.
1 .
2 '"
1 .
2 ..
1 ..
1 ..
1 .
1 ..
5 .
Gener-al
Time
worked
(months), Reason for leaving.
1. W'ife dissatisfied.
7 Dissatisfied and quarrelled with the rest.
7 Dissatdsfied with the work
R Dissatisfied witlh the work.
8 Dissatisfied with the work Returned to
California.
n 'Wife 0.1('0. at Portland, Oreg.
12 Illness.
1.2 III Hind dissatisfied with the work.
Hi Dissatisfied with the work, but 'Stayed unfil
crop was mature to fulfill agreement.
average of time at the plantation, 10.n months,
"From the firat there was dissension among 'f·hemse1yes j
complaints of one another, both trivial and otherwise, were of
frequent occuri-ence ; extra men were always needed to keep
their field in order; one by one they departed, until finally the-
California Farmers' Colony dwindled, as pel' record, to but 5
ont of an original 15. 'I'hov remained, but they remained dts-
satisfied, They stayed to the completion of nurturi'tv of the
crop, but they stayed to demonstrate that tlwy would not work
longer at the culttiva tion of cane, 'I'hev 'had done fairly well
flnnncia lly ; they each 'had received over $40 pel' moruth of
labor cash, clear of rent, firewood. water rates, and medical
attendance; they had received, in fact, more than "bhe planta-
tion could alford to pay for pr-otitablo cultivation, and yet Itlhese
G men refused point-blank and without hesitation to entertain
a similar proposition for continuance of r-ane-field work. This
W~lS the end of the experiment.
"The work was distustefut to uhem fn this warm climate:
the irrigation, being light, was least disagreeable ; the task of
str-ipping, with the necessary bending and stooping, was unfit
for the taller Anglo-Saxon, they said, and should be relegated
to -Iapanese ; whereupon they flatly refused to perform the
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work; of assisting at the cutting and loading of canes during
harvest tlhev would have none,
"To sum "up, the plantaition cleared, plowed, furrowed,
ditohed, surveyed for iI'rigation, planted, and 'first watered'
the field for the Cnlif'orrrln fanners and turned it over to them.
c\.t rhe proper time for fertilizing the plantrution had to apply
fertilizc'l' with extra labor, stripped (what was stripped) with
extra labor. and had the labor of cutting and loading ,'the canes
dane by extrn.labor.
"'I'h(; farmers performed, merely, the lightest portion of the
work, viz, the hoeing and tlbe 'irrigation, which oonsists in the
removal by hoe of weeds from the furrows and tlhe turning in
of water from the various water courses into the furrows. This,
too, was not performed without dadly assistance of extra labor
supplied by the plantation.
"T do not think that 'any of these men have complained that
the plantation did not fulfill its agreement with them. One
fnrnle'l' returned 1'0 San Francjseo shor-tlv after his arr-ival at
a loss of $112,76 for tmnspoi-tation to the plantation; the one
whose wife died in Oregon was given a liberal estimate 'of his
shar'c when he went; in fact, was given all he asked for; fhe
two, both past middle age, who stayed 12 months received their
SIUll'(,S of profit for the time they worked and rue amount due
them was given them, Of the 'remainder who left, the profits
hom 3 of the shares were turned 'oyer 1:0 the 5 who remained
unf.il the cane [had matured,
"And yet the experiment was a failure and the men were
uot sa tisfled to remain.
"~rHl-k this further. Not one of these 15 fnrrnees was in-
tomperate. They q uarreled, they were dissatisfied, the work
'was menial, was laborious, was distnstef'ul, but, while a few
were not as industrious as they might have been, thev were
nil respectuble, law 'abiding, temperate men, If they had been
otherwise, vice and irrtemperanco might have contributed to
the' Jniluro of the colony of these farmers. But it was not so.
And I am forced to the couolusion that American farmet-s will
110t work in the cultivation of Hawaiian cane fields.
"Hl'r(' W,U", an experimemt entered into by the larg-est and
most fertile plantation in the Hawaiian Islands, under a di-
rcctorut« composed entirely of Americans, and its terms car-
ried out in the field under the management of Americans.
·'It was the 'aim of tho Ewa Plaiitation Company, if the
scheme had proved successful, to establish further colonies of
Aruoi-icnu furmcrs, and Ithus obtain a source of labor in tlie
United States from which to draw, which labor would be re-
liablr-, would be American in spirit, and i!hus do away with
the IlI'ces'sity of looking entirely to the Orient.
"It was a pmiscworthv effort, but "it was utterly fruitless and
entirely disappointing,
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"It was nnfot-tunate to have to say that the experiment, t'O-
ward which the whole countr'v looked wit-h so much interest,
was a flat fa.ilure. Nevert'hel<~;ss. the fact remains and I so re-
cord it; f'or, looking back over the whole situation of labor
in lIawaii, comprising both this experiment with 'the Culifor-
nla farmers and my personal experience of 24 years on sugar
plantutions with white men, I have come Ita. this settled con-
elusion:
'''IL'ha t Anglo-Saxons oan perform the actual labor of cul tiva-
tion 'on sugar plantaltions in Hawaii only when forced by ne-
ce:;:.sity to do so, but t'hat now they will not.
"~'he principal objection seems to be to perform the Iabo-
rious work required in the caine field when there is any other
posaib!e opening in any easier occupation in otlher industries.
."-nother objection 'is to the sort of pioneer Iife ...vlrich obtains
on a plantation w'lien compared to ttlrat 110 which the laborer
is nccustomed on the mainland. It is probable. also, that a,
grea t di-awhack tOI the success of ,any scheme for American
farm labor here in Hawaii lies in the great distance this 'I'er
t-itoi-v is from the mainland. and the difflculty and expense this
distance necessitates in 'g('tting' to or away from Hawaii.
"'I'he ge{lg'I'aphienl dr-awback mentioned in a untrn-al one.
'I'he objccttons above stated are also natural ones. But they
will as surely kill any attempts to introduce American farm-
ers here as labor for cane fields as they have already killed
rhe Ewa plantation experiment.
"Yours, very truly, GEO. F. REXTo);, Manager.
"As our contract labor- and Immigration laws prevent the
direct importntion of laborers, and there is no, voluntary im-
migration of moment oxcept from Japan, the question of whom
'he shall employ is taken entirely out of the Irauds of the
planter at present. Oriental labor is forced upon 'him, espe-
dally since the partial failure of the Porto Rican expci-imeut.
He is not entirely averse to this situation, perhaps, but it has
its ditllcukties from the point of view of the sugar raiser.
"'l''he objections which have been made by planters to the
present labor condit iorrs are these:
"1. He is en tirely dependemt upon a f':.npply of unskilled
workers ItIlmt may at anv moment he cut off Oil' withdrawn.
During and inunedla.tely after '1'he fir-st war between .Iapan
and China 20 pel' cent, of the plantation laborers of the
former nationality withdrew from the silands, Another war
diplomatic ditlicu'lties wit'h the United Sta1tes, or even a do-
mestie crisis in Japan miglrt prostrate industries. in Hawaii
and cause losses from whdeh it would be dillicnlt to recuper-
ate, simply by checking the immigra'tiou or increasing the em-
·igra.tio'll of Japanese laborers.
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"2, T'he present condition has created a large, homogen-
eous ..:-\I",iatic population of tile same nationnlity, which is, so
to speak, Indnstrtally autonomous, These people trade among
themselves, carry on their own local industries, and are prae
tical lv independent 'of the white population commercially.
The-se activities absorb t'he onergies of a large population into
which the plantation 'laborer frequently retreats, but from
which he seldom eIllf?'rges, The proportion of tihe whole num-
1.)('1' of .Japunese 'in the islands employed on the plantations
conrlnues to grow smaller. 'l'he interests 'of the outsiders arc
often opposed to '11hose of the planters, Some act as shyster
emplovmont agents, who make their gains by shitting men as
often as possible trom one place to anot'hor, Others purvey
to the vices of the hands and disorganize plarrtation discipline.
•\1I lin', in one way 01' another, off the common laborer, who
is the only primru-y producer among 't:hem, and their presence,
considered as a ,,''1101(', conetitutes a so-rt of parasitic growth
upon tlw body of the working people that cripples their ef-
f('(,jj veuess and disturbs their relabion« witlll their employers.
It is clnimod t'hut if there were more di versitv of nationality
:i11101lg' the laborers. !Oris evil would be g-rp.atl;\~ reduced. '
"i:, The predourlnunce of one nationality among the field
hnuds in('l'pasp~" 1i hE' li'ahility to str-ikes and similar disturb-
ancr-s, sn.-h usoccurred at tile time of annexatnon.
"4. 'robe actual supply of lahar from Japan is inadequate,
awl does not inoreuse to meet new demands,
"Thr-f:\e :1I'e :the urgumcnts which tile planters present against
fipld lnboi- of a >'ingle nationality, as gat'hered from numerous
convet-sutious in the islands. Actual rocords show that strikes
and l"llllhinations to force up wages occur as rarely in Hawaii
as ill. nrns t eountaies where ther-e nrc hnsinoss euterprises om-
ployiug a lru'ge for-ce of unskilled labor. Plantrrtion wages are
falling' after 'the abnormal rise of lflOl, without hnvinguccu-
sinned IIp to the present any crisis in the relutions of employ-
('1'S and their lIWIl. T'JIe ombm-rassmente rosulting from a Jal'gc
SP('olld:I1'y populatiou of Jnpanose, livlng upon and cxploi.ting
thl~ lahOl'Pl'" in vn r-ious ways, are such as nre encountered
C\'P1TWIH'I'l' and a re luu-dlv to he remedied in a free couutrv.
"'{'lIp coru plu int of all e~istillg' shortngcof labor in the uu-
tumu of l!lO~ «ould 1)(> veriticd by an inspection of the fields
on SOllle of rh« plnntnrlous, It was hard to judge just how
Jm- this Illig-Ill 1)(' due to cxceptionnl conditions prevn iling in
('('I'lain lot-nl itios. A severe drought afflicted portions of tlu-
isln nd of Hawaii in lHOl, affecting especiallv the Koil!lahl. dis
n-ict nnd p.u-t of HI(' Hnmaknn coast. The crop was so shor-t
that plantations were obliged Ito discharge many laborers and
~l'n']'al l:onil':\I-tillg' «ul tivaring companies Iniled. lit was iu
this country that the labor shortage was most npparent ill
1flO:!. HOllie fields of young plant and rruttoon cane were en-
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tirely lost through lack of 'hands ItO cultivate them, while
others were badly damaged because of late or 'inadequate at-
tention. Managers who had studied to e(,')~lOmizelabor in pre-
vious years, and were equipped to utilize animal cultivafion to
the largest extent, met this difficulty more easily than ot'hors.
The shortage on other islands, while a source of constant com-
plaint, 'had not resulted in such obvious damage '1'0 till:' fields
as in Hawaii. At the opening of the grinding season for H102-
03 t112 entire labor deficiency for all the islands was repor-ted
by the Planters' Association to be 5,450 men, 01' about 12 pel'
cent, of the whole force employed. The distribution of this
shortage was as follows: Kauai, 375 men, or 4 pel' cent, of
thetotal f'orce ; Oahu, n!lO men, 01' slightly over 10 per cent. 01'
the total force! Oahu, IHlO men, or slightly OY0'r 10 per cent. of
whole force, and Hawaii, 3,075 men, 0,1' practically 20 pel' cent.
of all the plantation workmen employed in the ielands,
"'I'he Immigration stntistics since annexation account in
large part for this condition. rl'llPS are' more fu lly discussed
ina later paragraph of this repot-t, but they show that while
the Oriental populatiouhes remained nearly statlonnrv since
annexntiori, so far as additions from Asia are concerned, there
is a rapid substitution 'of females for males taking place.which
promise'S to continue until a:IJ cqui libr-ium of the sexes is ostab-
lished muong the Hawaiian Japanese. Allowing for this fad,
and taking into account those who 'have migrated to the Cal-
if'orniu coast, HH:re has been It decrease of :~,OSS in the inuni-
grant population of male Asiatics from the date of annexation
to the time the above stn.tistics relating to the labor deficiency
were gathered. The number of Oriental laborers in Hawaii
had constantly decreased during the two. YPHrs of iudnstrial
expansion. There had been an increase of (;5,000 tons in the
sugar l'I'0P and an increase of nearlv :3,000 employees Up011 the
plantation rolls dur-ing tlris period, The present stringency
would therefore be easily accounted for, even If rtlllerc were no
movement. such as is uctua.lly raklng place, of Orientnl labor-
(_~I'S toward the towns, \\"ithout {he 2,000 Porto Ricane who
remain npon t'he plantations, the situation wonld 'huv« been
even more r-ri tit-a1.
"A deficiency of laborers 'is not a new or unusual thing' in
Hawaii, hut it is a sourcc-of more flnunciul loss and more ad-
m in isti-nfi ve «mhrarrassment 'in sugar production than in most
othei- industries. Cane «au 'n<'ithcI' be cut nor planted at ran-
dom seasons, even where- the «Iinurte is as equable as it is in
the Hawaiian Islands, nl'Jay~. in planting 01' gri'nding dne to
an inadequute force of laborers mean flnnncinl losses by wlrich
a plantation in a single season may eat up two 01' t'lll'Pp ~'P:t1'S'
pt-ofibs, Insuttu-k-n t cultivation may produce almost equalfv
bad rr-sults. Ordinary expenses for il'l'igation, manufacture, or
land r-entals, which ure ypI'y high in portions of Hnwrrii, remaiu
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virtually the same, irrespective 'of the size of the crop. A, sin-
gle plantation on the island of Hawaii, which produced slightly
under 8,000 tons of sugar in 1901-02, spends upon an average
$80,000 a year for fertilizers. 'I'ln-ough lack of cultivators the
present year, a considerable fraction of this investment was
exhausted in producing weeds instead of cane. I'll a word, no
matter 'how men may come and men may go, the processes of
nature go on upon a plantation without interruption. The
planter has to keep up with Ithem. He is not like the manu-
Iacture« or the miner, who can employ idle periods to repair
a plant Oil' SE'11 surplus stock, or can recoup temporary losses
by higher prices in the future. He can not dictate to the Pl'O-
cesses of production. The manufacturing' side of 'his business
obeys the agt-lculturul. Like t'he small farmer, 'he is subserv-.
ient 'to wind and weather, but, unlike him, he is at the head of
a vast enterprise, combining with 'its agricultural features the
clraracteriatics of a manufacturing industry and a commercial
establishmomt. His dependence upon satisfactory labor con-
dition i•. therfore unique. It is not prhuarily a question of
wages, but certainty and assurance of an abundant supply of
workers that trrterests him.
"In Ithe oi-gnnic act for Hawaii Congress made three provis-
ions relatillg direetlvto labor-it abolished t'he penal enn't ract,
and extended the Federal irunrigi-ation and eontract-lnbor laws
and the Chinese-exclusion act to the Territorv. People in the
islands generally agrpe that lihe' old form ~f labor con/tract
ought nut to be revived. 'While the system was misrepresented
and was quite different from what it was popularly supposed
to be in the United 8tates, it was contrarv to the best senti-
ment of the islands and would form a legal anomaly, even if it
could «xist at all, under our Constitution. But it is urged by
the planters, inasmuch as conditions are qui'te different from
those in the Rtates, .that the 'I'erritory 'is jus-tified in asking for
special trea tment in regard to tho other two ser-ies of enaot-
monts thus suddenly imposed upon her, and especially in ease
of the law prohibiting- the importation of contract labor.
"Hawaii. it is argued, is a coun tt-v thn t invites verv little vol-
untary 'iuunigrat'lon o(Caucasia1l's: 'I'here 1111'e IlO l~ll'ge tracts
of public land!'; where agriculture call be profitably pursued
by people unfamiliar wi t'h local conditicns ; the islands are iso-
lated and expensive to reach, and the extent of uerritorv is not
gn>at enough to attract attention 01' to give occasion fo{: all im-
migration boom in any European country. 'Vitllout some ai-ti-
tlcial siunulus the influx of white settler's promises. to be ex-
('cedingl,\' small. And yet permuuemt prosperity and the so-
lutio-n of the gravest political and social problems ,tihat con-
front Hawaii depend upon just iJiJis sort of immigration. 'V'hen
white families have once settled ljon the islands and have he-
r-ome acel imn ted, they find opportunities, «specinllv in t'he field
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of ao'r'icnltnre, to {lequire lands and homes and to attain eCOIl-
b • h
omi« independence. The 'only method of securmg sue set-
'tlers that has evee been effective in the past or is likely to
prove successful in t'he future 'is to permit of 1'heir Importa-
tion under contract from Europe. The planter nmd i!he other
bueiuess tuterests of nhe 'I'erritory are in accord in urging this
point. I
('1'0 be corrtinued.)
---:0:---
THE COST OF PRODUCTION OF BEETROOT SUGAR
IN GERMANY.
In the paper read before the Royal Statistical Society on the
18th April, 1899, I gave some calculations of the cost of produc-
tion of beetroot sugar in Germany. It may be interesting to give
later statistics on the same point; the more so, now that with the
abolition of bounties the cost of production will be the main
factor governing production and price.
The yield of sugar from the roots varies, in different countries
and seasons, between 12 ancl14 per cent. These are equivalent
to the following quantity of roots pel' cwt, of sugar:-
12%=8'33 cwts. of roots per 1 cwt. of sugar.
13%=7'692 " " "
14%=7'143" " "
The Paris Journal des Fabricants de Sucre of the 8th April.
1903, quotes figures given by Herr Ernst Glantz of the results of
33 German factories in the year 1901-2, from which it appears
that the average cost of manufacture for these 33 factories can be
calculated as follows:-
Per Cw t.
of Roots
Pfermigs. d.
Average price of roots 88 = 10'56
Average cost of manufacture .•...... 38'7 = 4.644
The average yield in Germany now varies between 13 and 14 per
cent.
If wetake an average yield of 13 per cent. of sugar from the
roots (= 7'7 cwt. of roots per cwt. of sugar) we get:-
,1. s. d.
7'7 X 10'56 = 6 9:} per cwt. of sugar.
7'7 X 4'64 = 2 11-:1" "
Total cost of 1 cwt, sugar in the
factory ~
If we take the higher average yield, an exceptional one, of 14
per cent., the calculation comes out:-
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d.
7'14 X 10'56
7'14 X 4'64
s. d.
- 6 31 per cwt. of sugar.
-29" "
Total cost of 1 cwt. sugar in
the factory " 9 O~
The figures for the last five seasons are given as Iollowsv->
Cost of Roots Cost of Manufacture
per Owt, per Cwt. of Roots
Pfennigs. d. Pfennigs. d.
1897-8 89
-
10'68 40 4'8
1898-9 96'5 11'58 423 5'076-
1899-00 .... 96'45 11'57 45'3 5'436·
1900-1 101'4
-
12'16 42'3
-
.5'076·
1901-2 " .. 88 -- 10'56 38'7 4'644
Average 11'31 Average .. 5'006:
Taking this average we get, on the basis of a yield of 13 per
cent.:-
d. s.
7'7 X 11'3 = 7
7'7 X 5 = 3
d.
3 per cwt. of sugar.
2 1 " "
'.l
Total cost .. 1° 5~
or, on the basis of an exceptional yield of 14 per cent.:-
d. s. d.
7'14 X 11'3 6 81 per cwt. of sugar.
7'14 X 5 = 2 ll't" "
Total cost ... 9 81
An examination of how the cost varies in diff ... rent factories
may also b~ interesting. Thus, of the 133 factories, the one which
paid the highest pr ice for roots paid 106 pfennizs per cwt., while
the lowest price paid wa- 69 pfermigs. The highest cost of man-
ufacture was 68 pfennigs, and the lowest 28 pfennigs per cwt. of
roots.
The factory which had the highest. cost of working of 68 pfen-
nigs per cwt. of roots, worked 4:<1 000 tons of root-, There were
ten factories which worked smaller quantities, but th ...ir average
cost of manufacture came to only 42 pfennig.., so that this par-
ticular factory must be an exceptional rase and should be disre-
garded. The factory with th - lowe-t co..t of manufacture was
capable of working and actually worked 139,000 tons of roots•
But two factories with a stil l larger capacity had a cost of manu-
facture of 30 and 32 pfennig-.
In fact. a careful examination of the figure .. for the 33 factories
shows that size of factory is not bv any means an invariable
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measure of the cost of manufacture. Thus we can find several
small factories which worked below the average cost of 38 pfen-
nigs, and an equal number of large ones that worked at a- high
.and even a much higher figure. Here are five of each kind:-
Cost of manufacturn Cost of manufacture
1'ons of roots per ewt, of roots. Tons of root s per cwt, of roots.
worked. Pfennigs. worked. Pfennigs.
40,137 30 96,891. 38
33,950 34 61,253 .. 41
26,360 35 52,900. . . . . .. 43
26,000 35 69,500 .47
26,720. .. . 36 46,810 49
It is clear that the cost of production of beetroot sugar varies
within very wide limits even in Germany, where it has been
reduced to its present minimum. The fluctuations in the CO&t of
roots, cost of manufacture, and yield of sugar are considerable,
and therefore if the above figures be correct it is impossible to
put the average German cost of production of beetroot sugar at
less than from 9s. to lOs. per cwt., to which has to be added the
freight from the factory to Ham burg, warehousing charges, and
expense" of putting f. o. b.
'I'hat the cost of production in F'ra nce, Austria and Russin, is
considerably higher is, I think, generally admitted. But those
countries, having room for improvement, will no doubt continue
to progrEss, and two of them will probably succeed in reaching
the petfcction arrived at in Germany.
GEORGE MAltTINl~AU.
----:0:----
ON 7'HE "RIND" DISEASE OF THE SUGAR CANE IN
THE WEST INDIJ<.,'S.
By ALBERT HOWARD, M.A., F.L.S.
Botunist to the south-Icastoru Agrtcul turu l Col lege, \\'ye; Inte ~ll'eologist to the
llnperinl Dcpur t meu t of Agrtuulturc lor the West Indies.
. During the year" 1899-1902 I had occasion to study some of
the diseases of economic plants in the West Indies, including
that known as the" rind" disease of the sugar cane. A technical
account with illustrations, of this malady, embodying the
results of my i nvestigations.. is to be found in the "Annals of
Botany" of March, 1903. In the same memoir, the common root
disease of the sugar cane in the West Indies is discussed, and a
li"it of tho more important papers relating to these diseases is
given. .
. In the present paper it is proposed to deal with thc came of
the" rind" disease, and espeoiuliy with the possible remedial
and preventive measures to check the damage done thereby. In
a second paper it is hoped to consider this root disease of the
<lane in a similar manner.
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CHARACTERS OF THE DISEASE.
Canes attacked by the" rind" disease have a very character-
.istic appearance. The disease appears about four or five months
before the canes are cut, generally at the beginning of the ripen-
ing period. It. makes its appearance earlier in first crop canes
than in ratoons, and attacks sweet canes like tbe Bourbon to a
much greater extent than some of the seedlings. These latter,
however, are by no means immune, and in no case was 11 seed-
ling cane found which was entirely free from the disease. The
White Transparent, a variety much cultivated in Barbados at
the present time, is often affected. The first outward symptom
of the malady is the drying up of the leaves, which commences
at the margins of the older ones, and gradually spreads to the
centre of the tuft in from four to six weeks. When this drying
·of the leaves is well marked, the stern of the cane shows a brown
discoloration in one or more places, after which the rind shrivels
up, and the disooloration rapidly extends in all directions. On
splitting such canes in half, the tissues are seen to be of a red-
dish colour, in which darker red areas can be seen. Very fre-
quently these darker regions contain definite white centres,
-elliptical in vertical section. The appearance coincides
exactly with that originally figured by Went in his writ-
ings on the" Red Smut" disease of the cane in J'ava, and later by
Barber in tbe case of the same disease in Madras.
I nfection seems to take place in many cases at the tunnels
made by boring insects, such as the moth borer ((Uatraea saccluir-
alis, Fubr.), but in a good many instances it appears to have
started at the old leaf basis.
Two fungi are very common on such diseased canes-the Mel-
coiiiuan; described and figured by Masses as a phase of his
Trichospliacria Saccliari, and a second form which is not very
often seen in the earlier stages. The former fungus appears to
the naked eye as black, hair-like filaments, bursting through the
rind of the cane. These filaments are composed at an immense
number of spores, loosely cemented together. The latter form
occurs as minute, black, velvety, star-shaped patches on the out-
side of the cane, generally just below the leaf-base, or on the
sleeping roots above the node. These bodies are spore
patches bearing dark hairs, near the base of which crescent-shaped
spores are formed. The reddish-coloured tissue in the interior of
the cane contains colourless mvcelium, in which the contents
a ppear as a row of circular oily drops. In the older portion of
the affected tissue, dark-brown resting spores are to be seen in
the hyph re. All these appearances agree with the fungus caus-
ing the " Red Smut" disease of the sugar cane in Java, described
by Went.
Canes attacked by this disease gi ve rise to considerable troub le
in the factory. Not only is the sucrose content of the juice of
these canes extremely low, but impurities are present in such
amount as to render the presence of such canes very undesirable.
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They are thus useless in themselves, and also contaminate and
lower the quality or the juice of the sound canes of the sample.
Those diseased canes which are greatly discoloured and partly
drying up are known locally as " rotten" canes, and are thrown
aside, and thus escape crushing with the rest, When the disease
is not so advanced, and can only be discovered by splitting
the cane in two, the workman is unable to detect it. Conse-
quently, such canes are crushed with the rest, and thus lower
the purity of the juice.
In reaping the experimental plots in Barbados it is customary
to weigh the obviously diseased canes separately and return them
8S "rotten cane." The proportion of these diseased canes is sup-
posed to be an index of the disease resisting power of the variety.
As will be shown below, this idea is hardly in accordance with
the facts of the case.
CAUSE OF THE DISEASE.
In the first instance an extended study of the Melanconiurn
fungus so common on these diseased canes was undertaken with
-a view of determining its possible relationship with other forms
sometimes met with on such canes, and also whether it behaves
as a parasite towards the sugar cane and thus causes the" rind"
disease. The final results of this study were negative, and are to
be found in a previous paper. They need not be given in
detail here. Briefly stated, it was found that this fungus is not
a parasite, and is not the cause of the " rind" disease. Further,
no connexion between this form and the other fungi met with on
the sugar cane was obtained by the methods of pure culture. An
opportunity of repeating these experiments in England lately
presented itself. Thanks to the kindness of Professor Marshall
Ward, I was able to study this fungus at Cambridge, and to carry
out inoculation experiments on mature sugar cane in the Lily
House at the Botanical Gardens there. The results, under these
conditions, were identical with those obtained in Barbados. lIfel-
anconiurn did not behave as a parasite towards the cane, neither
was any connexion between it and other sugar cane fungi obtained
in pure cultures of this form.
An examination of the other fungus referred to above found on
canes attacked by the" rind" disease gave decisive results. A
detailed study of the behaviour of this form, when grown in pure
culture, was first undertaken. A beginning was made with a
spore obtained from one of the star-shaped spore patches.
Germination takes place in a few hours especially when the
food material was composed of:-
Cane Extract.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 100 c.c.
Gelatine 15 grams
Tartaric Acid 2 gram
Peptone . .5 gram
Under these circumstances the subsequent development of the
fungus is also very rapid.
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Spores are formed in great numbers from the mycelium by a
process of budding about the third day. These spores are smaller
(25 X 2'5u) than those formed at the spore-patches on the exterior
of the cane, and are identical with those produced in large num-
bers when a piece of fresh cane attacked by the" rind" disease
is split open and placed in a moist chamber.
When five days old, dark brown resting spores similar to
those noted in the older portion of the cane when attacked
hy this disease, were found. Lastly spore patches, similar to
those seen on the outside of the cane, were noted when the cul-
tures were six days old. These gave rise to crescent-shaped spores
similar to that started with.
In addition to these small hanging-drop cultures, in which the
development of the fungus could be studied under the microscope
from one spore, many large cultures were also made and the
growth of the fungus observed. Similar results to those described
above were in all cases obtained. The development of the fungus
on the cane and in artificial media wag therefore identical.
A large number of inoculation experiments with pure cultures
of this fungus was then made on healthy sugar canes. The fol-
lowing account of this part of the work is taken from my previ-
ous paper on this subject:-
1. On December 4, six healthy canes in the same stool were
inoculated at wounds made in internodes about the middle of the
stem, and also at upper leaf-bases, with spores from a pure cul-
ture of the fungus. Precautions to prevent the entry of other
spores were taken, and six other canes were used as controls. On
December JO, one of the inoculated canes showed that infection
was taking p ace at the wound, but no result was observed at the
leaf-base. On December 16, a second cane was examined, when
distinct infection was observed in the tissues of the internode
where the wound was made, and also at the upper-leaf base. On
December 26, two more canes were examined. No infection was
detected at the leaf-bases, but at the wounds very definite indi-
cations of the" rind" disease were noted. The leaves were begin-
ning to dry in the characteristic manner, and on splitting open
the, anes infection was apparent in four of the internodes, where
the red blotches, with white centres, were evident. The invading
mycelium was characterized by its branching and oil-drops, and
agreed exactly with that seen in canes attacked by "rind" dis-
ease. The remaining two canes were also drying at the top and
were obviously infected at the wounds. They were used tor the
experiments with Melanconium, described below. In this experi-
ment one of the controls became infected with the fungus; the
other five gave negative results.
2. On December If), six canes were inoculated in a similar
manner to those in the above experiment, and six others were
used as controls. On December 28, one of the inoculated canes
showed infection at the wound, but not at the leaf-base. On Jan-
uary 22, two of the inoculated canes showed that at the wounds
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the fungus had invaded two of the internodes, and had produced
the characteristic red blotches with white centres. In one case-
infection bad also taken place at a leaf-base. The other three
canes, in which infection at the wounds was very evident, were-
used for the experiments with Mefanconi1t?n, described below.
The control canes gave negative results.
3. On December 19, four canes were doubly inoculated at
wounds made in an upper and a lower internode, with mycelium
from a pure culture of the fungus. As before, controls, were em-
ployed, and precautions taken to introduce only one fungus.
The object of this experiment was to determine the comparative
effect of the fungus on those portions of the cane which are very
rich and very poor in sugar. On January 22, a cane was exam-
ined, when it was found that the fungus had invaded 16 inches
of the upper part, which showed the characteristic markings, but
had not spread beyond the internode at the lower wound. The
remainder of the canes were examined five days later. In all
cases infection had taken place to about the same extent. the
length of cane affested varying from 18 to 24 inches. The char-
acteristic red blotches with white centre" were abundant.
4. On December 31, four canes were inoculated with spores
from a pure culture of the fungus ae follows: In two cases the
canes were doubly inoculated at upper and lower leaf-bases, and
in the oher cases at wounds in upper and lower internodes. Two
control canes were also used. On January 22, the canes which
had been inoculated at leaf- bases showed that in fection had taken
place at both the upper nodes and at one of the lower nodes, At
the upper part of both canes the star-shaped spore patches of the
fungus were abundant on the affected rind at the node- above and
below the point of inoculation. In each case about 9 inches of
the cane were infected, and the red blotches were abundant. A
similar result was observed in the case of the cane where the fun-
gus had also infected at a lowor node. but no spore patches were
evident on the rind. On January 23, the canes inoculated at
wounds showed that in all cases inoculation had taken place, and
spore patches had formed on the outside at the upper affected
regions. From 12 to 18 inches of the cane were invaded at each
wound. The controls gave negative results.
The above inoculation experiments were carried out with canes
during the ripening periok, and after active growth in size had
ceased. The results obtained, while indicating that the fnngus
is a wound parasite, nevertheless do not conclusively show that
it is capable of overcoming tissues still capable of growth and
development. Accordingly, further experiments were made on
first-crop canes. about six months old, which were in a vigorous
state of growth. In all cases inoculation was performed in
developing internodes, which were then not more than 1 inch in
length. The experiments were as fcil1ows:-
5. On June 20, three young canes were inoculated by placing
seven days old, actively-growing mycelium, from a pure culture
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in the sugar-cane extract medium, into wounds made in the
centre of a lower internode, then about three-quarters of an inch
in length. Care was taken to introduce only one fungus, and to
shut off the apertures from the air by means of sterilized wax
tape. Three similar canes were used as controls. Two months
afterwards the canes were examined. In the first case, the
affected internode had grown to 2~ inche- in length, and on split-
ting open the cane this and the internode below were found to be
generally r-ddish in colour with the elliptical white areas, char-
acteristic of the" rind" disease, well reprl sented. About 4 inches
of the cane were invaked by mycelium, which agreed with that
of the fungus which had been introkuced. A closely similar
result was obtained in the other two inoculated canes, but the
controls showed no infection.
6. On June 23, the above experiment was repeated on two
similar canes, Two months afterwards two internodes were, in
each case, found to he completely invaded by the fungus, which
had produced all the characters of the" rind" disease.
7. On June 27, four canes about six months old, growing in
tubs, were inoculated wi h pure cultures of the fungus, three at
wounds in the internodes, the other at a leaf-base. On August
19. one of th» canes inoculated at a wound exhibited the charac-
teristics of the" rind" disease in the infected internode, but the
other three and the controls gave negative results.
fl. On June 23, three vigorous canes about six months old,
growing in the field, were inoculated at leaf-bases, from which
the adhering green leaves had heen torn, with six days' old my-
celium frum a pure culture. Aff-rwards 1he nodes were covered
with sterile wux-d tape. On August H), one of the canes gave a
negative r-sult., but the other two showed distinct iniecti n. In
one case, 5 inches of the cane were invaded, in the other about 2{
inches.
These experiments show conclusively that the fungus is capa-
ble of more than mere wound parasiti-rn. It is able to overcome
tissues capable of active growth. At the same time it can thrive
readily as a saprophyte in artificial media and pass through its
whole development thereon. It ocrurs in the West Indies every
ripening season as a parasite, It would seem to be, therefore,
intermediate between a hemi-saprophyte and a hem i-parasite, and
not to belong strictly to either of these classes.
Further, it is clear that this fungus, and not Meiasiconiwm; is
the cause of the" rind" disease of the sugar cane. .
On referring this fungus to it; systematic position it is evident
that, in the absence of any higher fructifications than those
described, it must be placed in the Fungi Lniperjecti; and that it,
falls into Corda's genus Colletotriclnun, From its characters and
its parasitism on the sugar-cane it evidently agrees with G.[al-
catum, Went a form which causes the" Red Smut" disease of
the sugar-cane in Java.
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Thus the .( rind" disease of the West Indies and the " Red
Smut" of Java are identical. This conclusion was strengthened.
by the examination of specimens of sugar-cane, said to be attacked
by" rind" disease, from other parts of the West Indies and Sur-
inam. In all cases the characters of the disease were identical
with those given above, and most of the specimens showed both
Melanconi1tm and Colletoiciclvusa. Further, careful examination
of many of the cane-fields of St. Vincent in January. 1902, where
the Bourbon is almost exclusively cultivated, and where the
4' rind" disease makes its appearance every year in December,
showed that the disease was identical with the" Red Smut," and
that the fungus Colletotrictvua» falcatum was present.
The fungus appears to be widely distributed. In addition to
the West Indies it occurs in J ava, Madras and also in
Queensland.
Since Jl!Ielanconium always appears on canes attacked by the
4( rind" disease, it seems probable that it must infect tbe canes
after they are diseased. Accordingly the effect of this fungus on
a part of the sugar-cane attacked by Colletotricliuan. was compared
with its effect on the still healthy portion. The experiments
were as follows:-
1. Two canes which had been inoculated on December 4 with
spores Colletotricluim; and which showed from the outside that
infection had taken place, were reinoculated on December 21 at
the affected region, and also near the base, in the still healthy
tissue, with spores of lI1elanco11i1L7n from a pure culture. On J an-
uary 23, it was found that at the upper part numerous filaments
of Melanconium had developed, but at the base infection had not
taken place. .
2. On December 19, three canes, which had been inoculat..d
at the upper part'! with spores of Colletotrichurn nine days pre-
viously, were reinocvlated with Melamcmiiusn. spores from a pure
culture. A second inoculation With these spores was made at the
base of tbese canes in the still healthy portion. On Jan uary 27,
Melanconium filaments were evident round the upper wounds, but
no infection had taken place below.
These experiments show that the part played by lI1elanconiurn
in the" rind" disease of the sugar-cane is that of a follower of
Colletotricluim, and that it only invades previously diseased cane.
REMEDIAL AND PREVENTIVE MEASURES.
The nature of the" rind" disease having been determined, it
became possible to consider the question of how far its ravages
may be diminished and prevented. It is then that the real diffi-
culty in such matters is encountered, It is usual when diseases
of economic plants are studied for the investigator to base recom-
mendations of a remedial nature on the results of his researches.
These are published for the information of the planter, who is
supposed to adopt them in practice. Only on very rare occasions
does the practical agriculturist pay any attention to this advice.
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For this attitude he is unjustly blamed by his would-be ad visers,
A little consideration will show that the scientific investigator,
and not the planter, is in the wrong. If the investigation of
plant diseases has any economic value, it should be possible to
demonstrate this to the practical man. In any given disease,
therefore, the investigator should test the value of his own advice
by experiments on a sufficiently large scale on the estates them-
selves, and then lay the results of such trials before the planters.
This proceeding is especially necessary in the case of fungoid, dis-
eases, as their nature is not always clearly perceived byagricul-
turists Unless, therefore, these trials are carried out in an ade-
quate manner, it is hopeless, and perhaps even unreasonable, to
expect any practical results to follow from investigations on
plant diseases.
The necessity of conducting such large scale experiments as
those indicated above was clearly impressed upon my mind while
temporarily employed by the Imperial Department of Agriculture
for the West Indies. The planters are willing and even anxious
that such work should be done, and several placed their estates
at my disposal for the purpose. Unfortunately, however. an un-
expected difficulty arose which put the proposed experiments out
of the question, and the suggestions could not be carried out. It
is gratifying to notice, however, that the principal outlined above
has been already applied in another direction in one locality in
the West Indies in connection with sugar-cane investigations. I
refer to the large area tests of new seedling varieties of promise
lately instituted in the British Guiana sugar estates. The credit
of having carried out this reform belongs to Professor Harrison.
There can be no doubt that in the case of cane diseases a similar
method might be adopted before any real resutts might be
achieved.
In the absence of data obtained on the estates themselves, all
that can be done is to indicate the lines on which such trials
might be conducted. For convenience, these are discussed
separatel y.
1. The destruction by buming of diseased canes at reaping time.-
There can be no doubt that the" rotten canes" are covered with
the spores of the" rind" fungus. and that they are capable of in-
fecting healthy canes. On general grounds, therefore, they should
be destroyed. The Java method of pouring kerosene oil on a
heap before igniting it, would seem to be a practical method of
getting rid of this diseased material. It would be easy to conduct
experiments to show the amount of damage done when the
"rotten canes" are left on the ground. Fields of young canes
could be selected, on the leeward half of which diseased Canes could
be scattered leaving the windward half clear. The amount
of " rind" diseases in both cases could be compared, and data
would he available to show whether or not it really pays to carry
out this recommendation
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2. The early j'eaping offields in 1vldch the "j,ind" dilJellse makes its
appearamce to any considerable extent.-The planter is here confron-
ted with a problem which can only be solved bv large scale experi-
ments. On the one hand, the canes improve in quality as they
ripen. On the 01 her hand, the fungus is spreading, destroying la rger
and larger amounts of sugar, and giving rise to impurities which will
affect the juice of the healthy canes. The question to be answered
is, whether it i" better to reap early wben the canes are not per-
fectly ripe, and when there is little disease, or at the usual period
when the canes are riper, but when the disease is much further
advanced. It would be easy to reap one-half of a diseased. field
early and the rest later, and to compare yield of sugar with ton-
nage of canes in both cases. An advantage of early reaping
would be that the fungus at this stage would not have fenned
spores, and would be destroyed in the megass before it could
spread to other canes. .
3. Removal nf the dead leaves oj the cane dnj'ing the period of
growth.-There would seem to be several advantages in this pro-
ceeding. The atmosphere around the cane stems would be
rendered much drie-, and the chance of infection by the spores of
the" rind" fungus would be diminished. The drying of the
canes by evaporation of water through the rind could also be pro-
moted and the work of concentrating the juice lessened. Since
several parasitic fungi often occur on the old leaf sheaths and
leaves it would be interesting to find whether it would pay to
burn the old leaves when thev are removed. The value of this
stripping of the canes could. easily be decided by suitable
experiments.
4. The nsc of the beet wttings as plant material.-Much advice
has been given to the West Indian planters on thi s question, but
the matter does not seem to have received that amount of experi-
mental attention it would seem to deserve. The produce obtained
by planting the best cuttings could easily be compared with that
resulting from poor and diseased plant material and the value
of both crop- determined.
5. The control of boring insects.-As the" rind" fungus is often
a wound parasite, and gains access to the canes at the tunnels made
by boring insects, such as the moth-borer, it is clear that steps
should be taken to limit the damage done by these pest-. In
the West Indies the eggs of the moth-borer are laid on the leaves
of the canes and are destroyed in large numbers by a small fly
which lays its own eggs in those of the borer, and thus destroys
these latter. The collection of the eggs of the borer during the
early period of growth of the canes is quite practicable, and be-
sides ia not an expensive proceeding. It all these eggs, many of
which contain the larvre of the small flv referred to above, were
allowed to hatch in the ca.nefields in such a manner as to ensure
the destruction of those which are normal, while at the same time
all the parasites are preserved, the pest would be diminished, and
its natural enemy increased, Zehntncr's method of placing the
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egg clusters in a dish standing in a wider outer vessel containing
molasses, the whole being encased in netting, would seem to be a.
practicable suggestion for the canefields of the West Indies. By
this device the larvre of the borer are destroys d as they crawl
into the molasses after hatching from the egg, while the flies
escape and destroy further egl!; colonies on the leaves. This
measure, as well as that of cutting out and burning dead-hearts
containing developing larvas, if carried out systematically, should
tend to diminish the damage done by the moth-borer, and also
indirectly that wrought by the" rind" fungus.
One further point deserves mention. In the early part of the
present article it is stated that the amount of" rorten cane" left
when the crop is reaped is not an accurate index of the disease-
resisting capacity of the particular variety cultivated. It is only
an imperfect indication of the amount of the" rind" disease pres-
ent. Many of the other Iungvid diseases of the cane are repre-
sented not by "rotten cane," but by a diminished tonnage of
apparently normal cane. This is especially the case with the
destructive root disease of the cane so common in Barbados, An
example will make this point clearer. The seedling B 147 sel-
dom contains much" rotten cane," as it is attacked by the "rind"
disease to only a limited extent. It is, however, prone to root
disease, especially in the second crop; so that although it yields
few rotten leaves, never thele-s it is far from being immune to
fungoid disease.
In concl u-iori, [wish to express my indebtedness to the Editors
of the Annals of Botany for their kind permission to reproduce,
from No. 64 of that Journal, the figures which illustrate this
paper. l\Jr. Eric T. Molecey has been good enough to copy these
drawings for reproduction in the present paper.
SU~IMARY OF CONCLUSIONS.
1. The" rind" disease of the sugar cane in the West Indies is
identical with the" Red Smut" disease of Java. and is caused
by the fungus Colletots-ichsun. folcatusn; Went. It can infect ripen-
ing canes at wounds and at old leaf-bases, and can overcome the
tissues of young canes which are capable of growth and
developmen t.
2. The lIJelanconimn found on diseased sugar canes in the
West Indies is a saprophyte, and is not the cause of the "rind"
disease. It infects canes easily at points when they have been
invaded by Colletotrichwm:
3. The directions in which experiments should be conducted,
on an estate scale, to test the value of remedial and preventive
measures against this disease, appear to be as follows:--
(a.) The destruction by burning of the diseased canes at reap-
ing time.
(b.) The best time to reap fields in which the" rind" disease
makes its appearance to any considerable extent.
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(c.)
(d.)
(e.)
Stripping the growing canes.
Planting from the best cuttings.
The control of boring insects.
-[Internati\lnal Sugar Journal.]
----:0:
HISTORY OF THE SUG.:lIl CiLNE.
It is claimed, and probably true, that sugar cane was first
cultivated in China, and sugar manufactured from it over a
thousand Veal'Sbefore its introduction into Europe. Undoubt-
edly the Chinese were early manufacturers of sugar, and claim
that they were the first, but on this point there is considerable
doubt. 'l'hey themselves candidly confess that it came to them
from the East. In their most ancient works no allusion to it
has been found. In the second century B. C. its authors speak
of it, and in the fourth century A. D. it is described in a
work which calls it the "Kan-(~he," (Kan-sweet and che-bam-
boo). "It grows in Cochin China. It is many inches in diame-
ter and resembles bamboo. The stalk broken into fragments
is eatable and very sweet. The juice which is drawn from
it is dried in the sun. After some days it becomes sugar." In
the year 286 A. D. the Kingdom of 'l'urran in India sent sugar
as a tribute to China.
De Condolle says, "it has been demonstrated by a crowd of
historical witnesses, that sugar cane was first cultivated in
meridional Asia, whence it Iias spread into A.frica and later
into America."
Karl Ritter stated, that all the varieties of cane known in
a wild state and belonging to the genus "saccharum" grew in
India except one which was in Egypt.
Linguistic and hiatorical facts support the claim of Asiatic
origin. A II European languages of Aryan origin have names
for sugar, derived from the Sanskirt "Sakkara or Sarkarn."
but those not of Aryan origin have a great variety of names for
both "sugar" and "cane." This similarity of names on the
one hand, and the diversity on tale other, support the presump-
tion of the great antiquity of its culture in Asia, where botani-
cal indieations presumed its origin.
Sugar cane was found growing in many of the Pacific
Islands at the time thev were discovered bv the white man,
and it was inferred tlult it was indigenous; but it has since
been indisputably proved that it, with many other useful
plants. was carried by the Maori race in all of its migrations,
and that they had obtained it from India. As far as modern
reseach has been able to ascertain, it came to China from
Cochin China, and had its origin either in that country or
Bengal. •
The Greeks and the Romans were acquainted with the pro-
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pagation of sugar cane in the West of India, as is shown by the
writings of Paulus Aegineta, Theophrastns, Dioscorides, Pliny,
Varro, Sen(>ca and others. Sugar was called "Indian Salt,"
"honey from bamboo," "a honey concocted in India and Ara-
bia," "a honey produced either by tihe dew of heaven or by
the sweet and thick sap of the reed," "a concretion similar to
our own salt, and which, when subjected to the teeth, breaks
up after the manner of salt."
Hebrew writers do not mention sugar or sugar cane, and it
is inferred that the culture of cane did not exist in the East
of India at the time of the "Captivity of the Jews at Babylon."
From what has been said, the deduction follows, that its
seemingly trustworthy history makes India the original home
or at least the first place where it had food, or commercial
value, and from there into China, where it has been extensively
cultivated for many centuries. Thence it passed to Arabia,
Nubia, Ethiopia and Egypt.
The Venetians (about 1500 A. D.) introduced sugar cane into
Syria, Cyprus and Sicily. Dom Henri, King of Portugal, im-
ported it into the Madeira and Canary Islands, where for 300
years all of the sugar consumed in Europe was manufactured.
It was next introduced into Southern Spain, where its culture
still prevails, though within a restricted territory. At the be-
ginning of the sixteenth century it was carried from the
Canaries to Brazil. Soon after the discovery of the .New
World, Peter Etienza took his cultivation to the Island of Rt.
Domingo, whence it spread over all the 'Vest India Islands and
Central and South America.
In the United States it is now cultivated along the entire
Gulf coast. It was introduced into Louisiana in 1757, and
became, in 17D5 extensively cultivated, and has since then
been the chief crop of the state. In Florida it had a checkered
career from 1757 to 1.825, when it became permanently domes-
ticated and has since been extensively grown for syrup
making.
In Georgia, Mr. Thomas Spaulding began its cultivation in
1.805, and soon after large estates were devoted to it and
sugar houses were established. TIle discovery of the cotton
gin and the wonderful impetus, which it gave cotton culture,
caused an abandonment of cane growing by the large planters
on the alluvial coast lands, but the small farmers of the
interior took it up and grew it in patc-hes and manufactured it,
by the crudest machinery; into syrup for home consumption.
Today sugar cane is grown in over fifty counties of this state,
and an enormous quanitv of I excellent syrup and some sugar
is annually made. Georgta syrup finds its way to nearly every
market in the United States.
. In the southern parts of South Carolina, Alabama and Mis-
sissippi numerous small patches of sugar cane are cultivated
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and converted into syrup and sugar by the same primitive
methods as in Georgia. Only Texas and Louisiana are deeply
interested in the manufacture of sugar. In the f01'1Uel' state
there are twenty 01' more large sugar houses, and in the
latter OYe!' foul' diundred, yielding in the aggregate annually
nearly 400,000 tons of sugar. 'I'lris does not include the largt~
number of scattering' patches, in each state, p:rown for till)
home manufacture of syrup for home consumption.
'l.'he manufacture of syrup upon a small scale, with horse
mills and small kettles 01' open pans, is an enormous industrv
when considered in the aggregate. From Wilmington, N. C.,
on down the Atluntic coast and across to the Gulf, following
its coast to the Rio Grande, is a section of country well adapt-
ed to the growth of cane.
It varies in width from 100 to :H)O miles, and a traveler
tlu-ouuh it in the urowinu season is rarelv out of sin-ht of at"I ?':l b , IJ b
cane patch. The methods of manufacture are extremely pI' i-
mirive, almost ci-innnnlly wasteful, yet the syrup made is. ex-
ccllent in quality, and quantities of it find their wny, at pro-
titable pi-ices, to the North and '''est after the home demand
has been supplied.
Better methods of cultivating, fert iliztng and harvesting the
cane, improverl inachiuei-y 1'01' lurgei- extraction of the juice
and more skillful and economical ways of cla.rification uud
evaporation, would almost double the ~yield from the present
acreage, which itself can be very greatly increased. In fact
the present consumption of sugar in the United States could
easily be met by this section, provided the prices of SUglll'
would justify the erection of fuctor-ios by those having the
capital-c-the cane could easily be grown. This section alone
can grow sufficient cane to meet all the present demands for
sugnr in the Un ited States, and, it is believed, will do so as
soon as the price of sugar justifies putting so much capital inti)
its factorics.-Gel'1llau Knli 'Yorks' Pamphlet.
----:0::----
IWO'P-BORBR.
In a. recent issue the Barbados Adyoeai'e t-:1atps that one of
N.w 1I10st interesting papers in the cui-rent issue of the 'Ves!:
Indian Bulletin is that by the Hey. N. D. Watson, Vicar of
St. Martin's, on the root-borer of the sugar cnne. For SOme
t iuu: tlWI'(' has be-en an idea that the whit!' grub often found
at the bottom of a cane stump was the "lady bird," but to Mr.
Watson belongs the credit of establishing its identity.
Owing to the fact that the grub's life of 312 days under-
gt-ound is not commensurate with t.1w,t of 'the sugar-caue, and
that it docs not feed on decaying vegetable matter, the close
of .the reaping season would be a bar to its further develop-
ment, were it not that it is capable of adapting itself to
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other fare. As au illustration, Mr. 'Watson refers to the large
percentage of dead and dying plants, so noticeable in the fields
of ground nut and sweet potato planted during the first week
of June 1902. An examination made at the time disclosed
that, in every instance, the underground stem of the dead
plant had been attacked at its lowest extremity by the root-
borer and eaten from below upwards. Mr.iWatson 'also points
out that fields not under cane in 1901, and at some distance
from fields that had been, were practically free from the
ruvages of root-borer during the months of June, July and
..:\ ugust, l\JO~.
The toot-borer, )11'. Watson says, might have been regarded
us of coiupru-ative insigniflcance until within the last 1. \YO 01'
tln-eo vr-urs. trior to IDOl its attacks were hut little noticed,
hut since that date its numbers have increased to a great ex-
tent and Its ravages are more apparent. 'I'he existence of the
pest it hal'; beeu pointed out, has been made easy by cultivat-
illg. in i.llfested fields, plants from which it der-ives food. But
its rupid incr-ease, )I1'. Watson dcclnres.c-uud the increase of
most insect pests in Barbados-is to be traced to the mun-
goosP. 'llhis animal, it will be remembered, was introduced
into the colony to destroy rats, and for years it was protected
bv lu w. _\uyune killing' a iuungoose was subject to heavy
panalties. But rats seem to have palled on the appetite of
the mungooso af'ter a time. At any rate it did not confine its
diet to them. It soon became a terror to the peasantry who
\YI'n1' in f'or ruising feathered stock; and. incidentally, it turn-
('0 'its attention to those reptiles and birds that kent the insect
l>es1's of the island in subjection. 'I'he ground i'izard is be-
lieved to have fed prineipallv on the root-borer; hence it was
to he regarded as a vn luablo ally to the planter. But the
uumgoose )'pgards this lizard as a great delicucy, and has al-
)l!US(' «xterm lnuted it.
_\.JllOllgst· ]'l'lIll'dia 1 measures pointed to are the use of lime
;11)(1 1I1l' a ltet-nntion of crops which 00 not suppl;\' the grub
with f'ood. Tis fnvom-i te plants :11'e sugar-cane, sweet potato,
imphce, ground nut and Guinea corn, None of these should
inuuediutcly succeed each other, unless lime has been forked
into the fleld. It is unwise to plant canes in a field that
«ontn iued sweet potu tos during August and September. which
is the f'gog-laying period. Another check on the increase of
the pest would be removal of stumps from Infected fields as
800n as the canes arc reaped. 'I'he grubs will live without
food from twelve to fifteen days in moist earth, and about five
days in dry earth. Ochro, cassava, Jams, eddoes, woolly pyrol,
pigeon pea, bonavist, rouncival and beans, are among the
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plants that do not appear to be subject to the attack of the
grub.
In concluding his paper Mr. Watson says:-"The above sug-
gestions aim principally at checking the increase of root-
borer by cutting off its food supply either in the earlier stages
of its growth, or during the later period of its larval existence.
The use of lime has also been suggested as a direct means for
the actual destruction of this pest, but, after all, its complete
control must depend on the re-adjustment of our fauna, which
will at once displace the exotic mungoose, and restore to the
predaceous reptiles and insectivorous birds of Barbados that
place and protection which nature assigned them."
----:0:'----
FOLCA.NIC .fiSH IN CANE JUICE
Consequent on the three falls of volcanic ash at Barbados,
during the crop season of 1902, planters have experienced
trouble in grinding their canes, owing to the fact that in
some cases the canes have been coated with volcanic ash
that had lodged in the axils of the leaves. .The mill rollers
have been polished to such an extent as to require re-chipping.
Further, the juice has contained an appreciable amount of
ash that had to be got t-id of in the process of manufacture.
Recently a sample of "filter press cake" and "filter press mud"
-..'as forwarded for examination to the Government Laboratory
in order to determine whether its use was likely to be in-
jr-rious to cattle. In the fi:ter press cake Profes~or d'Albu-
querque found 14.20 per cent. of volcanic dust; while in the
filter press mud there was found 2.40 pel' cent. of volcanic
dust. Professor d'Albuquerque adds: "The mud and, there-
fere, the filter press cake contains a notable proportion of
volcanic dust which, consisting in part of angular' frngtnents
is likely, when fed to cattle, to set up iri-i tation in the walls of
the alimentary canal. Whothei- on this account the use of
this food auxiliary should be entirely discontinued, Or simply
diminished in proportion to other foods, is a question that
can only be answered by eareful observation of the ejh'('j~
when employed in varying- quantities on the cattle themselves."
- [Barbados Agricultural News.]
----:0:------
FOR SALE.
SISAL plants; any quantity to suit purchasers. It A. JOI',
dan, No. 10 Fort street.
PLANTATION DmEUTOIW.
ISLAND AND NAME.
OAHU.
Apokaa Sugar Co ..
Ewa Plantation Co .
Waianae Co .
Waialua Agricultural Co .
Kahuku Plantation Co ..
-Waim-malo Sugar Co .
Oahu Sugar Co. .. .
Honolulu Plantalion Co .
Laic Plantation .
MAUl.
Olowal u Co .
Pioneer Mill Co. .. .
Wailuku Sugar Co .
Hawaiian Commercial & Sug. Co.
';'ala Plantation .
Ho iku Sugar Co .
Hanu Plantation .
Kipahulu Sugar Co .
Killd Plantation Co ..
Mau i Sugar Co .
MANAGER.
• G. F. Renton ..
•. G. F. Renton .
••• Fred Meyer .
• W. W. Goodale .
x' Andrew Adams ..
.·G. Chalmers ..
x Aug. Ahrens .
••.T.." Low ..
x-x S. Eo Wooley .
.~ Geo Gibb..•....••••••
x L. Barkhausen ••..•
"x C. B. W.ells ..
x. H. ]J. Baldwin ..
x· D. C. Lindsay .
x· H. A. Baldwin .
xx E K. BULL .
x A. Gross ..
X" Jam<:s Scott
x" J. R. Myers
POST OFFICE.
Ewa
Ewa
Waianae
"Valalua
Kahuku
Waimanalo
Waipahu
Alea
Lale
Lahaina
Lahaina
Wailuku
puunene
Palp.
Haiku
Hana
Kipahulu
Kihei
Huelo
HAWAII.
Paauhau Sugar Plantation Co .
Hnmuk ua Mill Co ..
Kukaiau Plantation ..
Kukniau Mill Co. .. .
OOKuh Sugar Co. .. .
Laupahoehoe Sug-ar Co ..
Hakalau Plantation .
Honomu Sugar Co ..
Pepeekeo Sugar Co ..
Onomea Sugar Co. .. ..
Hila Sugar Co .
Hawaii Mill Co ..
'''alakea Mill Co ..
Hawaiian Agricultural Co .
Hutchinson Sugar Plantation Co.
Union 1I1il1 Co .
Kohala Sugar Co ..
l'aeitie Sugar Mi ll .
Hrmokuu Sugar Co ........•..••..••
Kana Sugar Co ..
Olua Sugar Co ..
Puna Sugar Co .
Huluwn Plantation .
Hnwi Mill & Plantation ..
Punk o Plantatlnn .
Niulti Sugar Mill and Plantation
Punkca PLntation ..
••
'x
x
'x
"x
'x
0>
"x
'x
"x
••
x
·x
""'IX
••
'x
•
x"
x··\lI
xxx
XX.,
xx"
X~'X
t:t
it
*x
"'x
Jus. Gibb Hamakua
A. Litigate Paauilo
J. 1\1. Horner KUkaiau
El. Madden Paauilo
W. C•. Walker Ookala
C. MeLennan Papaaloa
Geo. Ross Hakalau
Wm. Pullar Honomu
H. Deacon Pepeekeo
J. '1'. Moil' Hila
J. A. Scott Hila
W. Yon Graevemeyer Hila
C. C. Kennedy Hila
John Sherman Pahala
G. C. Hewitt Naalehu
Jns. Renton Kohala
K K Olding Kohala
D. Forbes Kukuihaele
K. S. Gj.,rdrum Honokaa
E. E. Conant........ Holualoa
F. B. McStocker Ol aa
W. H. Campoell Kapoho
T. S. Kay .. Koriala
.Iohn I-lind............ Kohala
'V. L. Vredenburg.. S. Koha1"
Robt Hall... Kohala
H. R. Bryant Kohala
KAUAI.
Kilauea Sug-ar c'lantation Co ..
Ga~' & Robinson ..
Mn kce Sugar Co ..
Gr(lv\~ F'ar'm Plantation .
Lihue Plantation Co .
Koloa Sugar Co .
l\j"nrnle Sugar Co .
Hawaiian Sugar Co .
'V"lm,'" Sugar Mill Co ..
Kelmlla Sugar Co .
¢,. A. Moor'e ............•
1:."'X Gay & Robinson '"
G. H. FairchilJ ..
x A. H. Smi t h . ..
x F. \Veber ..
x P. McLnrie ..
'x W. Stodart. .
x· b. D. Baldwin ..
• J. Fnssoth .
x H. P. Faye ..
Kilauea
Makrrwcl l
Kealia
Lihue
Lihue
I';:olcm
Eleele
Makawcll
Waimea
Koknhn
J';:EY. 1lONOLULU AG.c;NTS.
. . Cnstlo & Cool,e (4)
......................................... W. G. IrwIn & Co (8)
........................................ J. :-1. Dowsett (1)
x H. Hackfeld & Co (9)
xx 1\1. S. Grinbaum & Co (2)
x x x , ,rcClwsney & Sons (1)
:~x ...:': .i:':':':':::::.::::::::::~: IJ~r,~~~·le& &C~~::::::::: :::: ::::: :::::::m
x· Alexundr-r & Baldwin i5)
,,' 1". A. Schaefer & Co 3)
x x 8. P. Dillingham & Co 2)
x'x " H. 'Val"rhousp & Co 3)
It Ll ind. Rolph & Co (1)
HONOJ~ULU 8TOGK AND BOND EXOHANGE, AUGUSl' 17, 1903.
STOCK \ Cn.pi tn.l I Sn arcs Cupi tu.I Pill' Lllst
___________ ~~l'iZCd ~~I-P-'tl-·d-U-P-JVIlIUC S'lle
.:::'. ::::1
.....
1,ggg:~~g l~:gg~ ~.~,???~~~~s 199
1
390
5,000,000 250,000 5,000,000 20 21M
1,000,00[, 10,00n 1,000,000 1°°12 15
10,000,000 100,000 2,312,750 100: 45
2,000,000 100,000 2,000,000 20i 2:1
750,000 7,500 750,000 100105
2,000,000 100,000 2,000,000 201 13%
500,000 5,000 50D,000 100\100
500,000 25,000 500,000 20 22
2,500,000 50,000 2,500,000 50
1
10
160,000 1,600 160,000 100 .. -'
500,000 5,000 500,000 100'164
3,500,000 175,000 3,500,000 20 3Yz
3,600,000 36,000 3,600,000 100102
1,000,000 50,000 1,000,000 20 23Yz
500,000 25,000 500,000 20 lUYz
5,000,000 250,000 5,000,000 20 9%
150,000 1,1500 150,000 100 .....
5,000,000 100,000 5,000,000 50 12
500,000 5,000 500,000 100 .. ; ..
750,000 7,500 750,000 100,250
750,000 7,500 750,"00 1001 .. · ..
2,250,000 22,500 2,250,000 100 100
4,500,000 45,000 4,500,000 1001 50
700,000 7,000 700,000 100300
250,000 250,000 250,000 100 160
500,000 5,000 500,000 100100
600,000 6,000 600,000 100114
500,000 5,000 500,000 100 100
..........
1,000,000 P. 2,090 1,000,000 100 lOa
c.7,9101 78150,000 13,900 139,000 100 10
4,000,000 40,000 4,000,000 20 90
1,000,000 50,0 a 1,000,000
Amt, of Issue I
1 ·)0,1 200 l Der. 31, 98,_v , \ 1000 I.. ·.... ·.. ....
1,000,noO 750,000.......... .. .. 100
HOO,OO(\ . • . . . . .. •• " 100
500.0001' . . . . . .. .. . . .. 100
2,000,000 .... .., .. .. JO{
750,0001' . . . . . .. . 100
1,2:iO 000 .. .. .. .. 100
1,000,0001. . . . . . . . .. J()O!.i
~o .0001.... . . . . . 100
1,250,000' ... . ... . . 100
B'O~DS
Hilo Railroad Co., 6 per cent
Hono. R. 'r. &:L. Co, 6 p. c.
Ewa Plantation 6 per cent ...
Oahu Railway &; L'd Co 6 p. c.
Oahu Plantation 6 per cent ..
Olaa Plantation 6 per cent ..
Wninlna AgT. 6 per cent .
Kahn kn 6 [1"1' cent .
Pioneer Hill Co., 6 per cent
Hawaiian Govt. 5 per cent ...
l\1RllOANTILE
C. Brewer & Co $
L. B. Kerr & Co., Ltd .
SUGAR
Ewa Plantation Company .
Hawaiian. Agricultural Co .
Hawaiian Com'l & Sugar Co.
Hawaiian Sugar Company .
Honomu Sugar Company .
Honokaa Sugar Company .
Haiku Sug-ar Oompany .
Kahukn Plantation Company
Kihei Plant. Co. Ltd, .
Kipahulu Sugar Company .
Koloa Sugar Company .
Mcfsryde Sug, 00. Ltd .
Oahu Sugar Co .
Onomea Sugar Co .
Ookala Sugar Plantation Co.
Olaa Sugar Co. Ltd., .
Olowalu Company. . .. . .
Paauhau Sug. Plantation Co.
Pacific Sug-ar Mill .
Pain Plantation Oompany .
Pepeekeo Sugar Company .
Pioneer Mill Company .
Waialua Agricultural Co .
Wailuku Sugar Company .
Waimanalo Hugar Company.
1\1rSOELLANEOUI3
Wilder Steamship Company
Inter-Island Steam Nav, Co.
Hawaiian Electric Company.
Honolulu H. T. & Land ('0. ~
Mutual Telephone Company
Oahu Railway &: Land Co .
Hilo Railroad Co .
